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Abstract

‘The Drifting Gaze’ investigates the fluidity of the power inherent in the gaze in the 
scopic field of digital social networks, seeking a new discourse around the ques-
tion of the gendered gaze outside of the existing dichotomy of active men and pas-
sive women. Using psychoanalysis as my main theoretical framework, this power 
relationship is scrutinised and elaborated through an exploration of the concept of 
desire in relation to gender and sexuality. The photographic medium is both an ob-
serving tool for the investigation of the representations of men as an erotic subject 
and also a screen for projections of my fantasies, in which the power structure in-
herent in the gaze is questioned, deconstructed and examined. By putting myself 
inside these fantasies/photographs via different digital methods, I become a com-
bination of director, observer, protagonist – and sometimes even prop – in the im-
age. The fluidity of my position is facilitated by the Internet and digital technologies, 
questioning how the accessibility and ubiquity of images today blurs the boundaries 
between subjectivity and objectivity in the Internet age and how the constant con-
nection provided by the Internet fundamentally changes the perception of the gaze. 
In this essay, I explore these themes through research involving psychoanalytical 
and philosophical theories, analyses of my own and other visual artists’ work and 
accounts of my own dreams. Across writing, dreams and photography, we drift be-
tween the conscious and the unconscious, the virtual and the corporeal, approach-
ing an altered form: a theatre of sexuality and spectatorship.
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Introduction



This picture is simply what any picture is, a trap for the gaze. In any 
picture, it is precisely in seeking the gaze in each of its points that 
you will see it disappear.1

Jacques Lacan

1. Jacques Lacan, The Seminar of Jacques Lacan. Book XI, Four Fundamental Concepts of Psycho-
analysis (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 1998), p. 89.



In a contemporary age of visuality, almost everything has become an image soaked 
with desire, a trap for the gaze. ‘The Drifting Gaze’ is an exploration of the question 
of the gaze in relation to desire, gender and sexuality within a range of artistic and 
social contexts. 

Starting with what first came to mind, that is the desire of the (m)Other, several 
fundamental psychoanalytic concepts, including desire, Lacan’s objet petit a, the 
phallus and fantasy are explained and discussed in the first chapter to establish 
a theoretical framework for this thesis. The longing for the love from the absent 
mother produces a repeated and inexhaustible attempt to mediate between lack 
and excess, in which satisfaction is fulfilled not through obtaining the actual ob-
ject, but through desiring itself. Through the desiring process of the mother, we 
come to Lacan’s question of what the (m)Other desires – ‘Che Vuoi?’, ‘What do 
you want?’  By questioning what the mother wants, the subject starts to desire 
what the Other desires, and then to develop his or her own desire and subjectivity. 
Several accounts of my own dreams are inserted into this chapter to open up some 
gaps, which can lead us to another space that is outside of our conscious thinking 
and writing.

The second chapter looks at a selection of paintings from art history, from different 
depictions of Venus to paintings of certain erotic fantasies, in which different kinds 
of looking are constructed and represented through various painterly details. By 
analysing the representations of the body and the staging of desire in these paint-
ings, I offer a brief review of the female nude in art history and draw and discuss a 
comparison between these classical paintings and my photographic work, which 
brings us to the question of the dyadic active-passive relationship between the 
‘looking’ subject and the ‘looked-at’ object.

The third chapter examines the complexity of the gaze and reviews different the-
ories of the gaze. The gaze is neither the look nor the eye, but a third locus in the 
dynamic of the scopic drive. Looking at the idea of the gendered gaze – the male 
gaze and the female gaze – originating in film theory, I investigate and clarify cer-
tain misunderstandings and limitations of the use of Lacan’s concept of the gaze. 
At the end of this chapter, the idea of the psychoanalytic gaze is introduced and 
discussed based on Freudian and Lacanian theories, positing a subject who never 
achieves a stable position and never coincides with the gender position assigned 
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by the Symbolic order.

In the fourth chapter, the idea of the gaze is questioned and examined further with-
in the context of the contemporary Internet age. With the development of com-
puter technologies and the Internet, everyone can easily make images, or become 
images that can be looked at by others and themselves. Following the discussion 
of this all-pervasive gaze in the age of the image, an in-depth analysis of the In-
ternet artwork JenniCam and a documentation of one of my moving image works, 
Breathe in, Breathe out, aim to suggest the operation of the gaze via the digital 
eye, which is outside of the existing binary framework of the gendered gaze. The 
chapter ends with a discussion of different kinds of visual relationships through the 
idea of the screen and the frame. With immediate and convenient access to end-
less images/examples, the Internet facilitates the process of the displacement of 
desire, positing a multiple rather than a singular gaze: the gaze onto the looked-at, 
the gaze from the looked-at that does not directly look back at the looker and the 
gaze from the screen that reflects the looker’s own face and desire.

Introduction
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The Desire of the (m)Other



As a child, I didn’t forget: interminable days, abandoned days, when 
the Mother was working far away; I would go, evening, to wait for her 
at the U bus stop, Sèvres-Babylone; the buses would pass one after 
the other, she wasn’t on any of them.2

Roland Barthes

2. Roland Barthes, A Lover’s Discourse (London: Vintage Books, 2002), p. 14. 
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I cannot remember where my mother was when I was a child; I only knew that she 
was always away. I do not know whether I have lost all my memories of her, or I have 
blocked them in order to deny her absence in my childhood. But I remember that I 
was always a well-behaved child, a good girl, who did not cry or complain, because 
I did not miss her. As Roland Barthes says in A Lover’s Discourse, 

I behave as a well-weaned subject; I can feed myself, meanwhile, on 
other things besides the maternal breast. This endured absence is 
nothing more or less than forgetfulness […] This is the condition of 
my survival; for if I did not forget, I should die […] I waken out of this 
forgetfulness very quickly. In great haste, I reconstitute a memory, a 
confusion.3 

In this confusion, I forgot where she was, I forgot to miss her, I forgot whether I 
actually forgot her or not. However, I did not forget her absence and my desire for 
her – the absent one. 

18 February, 2019
I was chasing a strange man under the sea. I did not see what this suspicious man looked 
like or what he did. All I knew was that he was dangerous, and I needed to catch him. 

We were running frantically in the water, the way we run on the ground, moving and 
breathing effortlessly. Suddenly, the man ran into a small white tower. I opened the door 
and entered the space after him. It was an extremely small room, which was almost the 
same size as me and was full of shelves and drawers. On the shelves were various kinds 
of colourful food.

I could not find the man anywhere in this tiny, crowded room, but I knew that he was 
there, somewhere in the tower and I knew that he was masturbating. The whole room 
was shaking, and some of the shelves and drawers were thrust forward as if he was pen-
etrating the tower from the outside. 

This invisible man was like a lascivious monster, and I was inside his masturbating 
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tower. I was scared, because I could not see him and did not know what he was going to 
do. The tower was still shaking, and the drawers and shelves kept moving in and out, in 
and out. This tiny room had just enough space for me to not get hurt by these thrusting 
movements, but I was still terrified and worried that the whole tower might collapse. 

Absence persists – I must endure it. Hence I will manipulate it: trans-
form the distortion of time into oscillation, produce rhythm, make an 
entrance onto the stage of language. Absence becomes an active 
practice, a business; there is a creation of a fiction which has many 
roles (doubts, reproaches, desires, melancholies).4 

To manipulate the absence, the child repeatedly throws the cotton reel over the 
side of the cot, out of sight, and pulls it back again, thus miming the mother’s de-
parture and return.5 A rhythm has been created not only to fill the absence, but 
also to extend the interval to postpone the possibility of no return, to symbolise the 
never-ending possibility of her return – gone/there.6 

The longing for the absent one and the fear of loss produces a kind of throb, by 
which I mean a repeated and inexhaustible attempt to mediate between lack and 
excess. Gone/there, gone/there, gone/there… The desire to make good the lack 
can lead to excess through the accumulation of things – one thing failing to satisfy 
is substituted by another in what Jacques Lacan calls ‘the endless metonymy of 
desire’.7 
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4. Ibid.
5. In Barthes’s A Lover’s Discourse, the rhythm borne of absence refers to the game Freud called 
Fort/Da, which Freud suggests, is the child’s vocalisation for the German words ‘Gone/There’. Freud 
interprets the game as the ‘renunciation of instinctual satisfaction, which the child had made in al-
lowing his mother to go away without protesting.’ He further suggests that the child has changed 
his position from passive to active by using the retrievable reel to mimic the absence of the mother. 
Sigmund Freud, ‘Beyond the Pleasure Principle’, in The Standard Edition of The Complete Psycho-
logical Works of Sigmund Freud, Volume XVIII (1920-1922): Beyond the Pleasure Principle, Group 
Psychology and Other Works (London: Hogarth Press, 1955), pp. 1-64.
6. Barthes claims that the interval formed by this game delays the other’s death, which ‘separates 
the time during which the child still believes his mother to be absent and the time during which he 
believes her to be already dead.’ Barthes, p. 15.
7. Lacan, Écrits, p. 489.



Desire cannot be satisfied and exhaust itself in pleasure, which is ‘a principle of 
homeostasis’.8 Neither is desire need, which can be satisfied and articulated in de-
mand through the mediation of signifiers.9 Desire is the residue of the subtraction of 
the need from the demand , which remains unfulfilled and is realised through the 
reproduction of itself as desire.10 

Desire in this context is the desire for the absent mother’s love, to whom the child 
addresses their demands, something indescribable and unlocalisable, in which sat-
isfaction is obtained not through obtaining the actual object, but through seeking 
itself. In other words, the lack and pain stemming from the unattainability of the 
desired object are precisely what keeps us wanting. Wanting to gain, wanting to 
lose, wanting to be wanted. The child wants to be what the mother desires, insofar 
as the mother is an idealisation, an imago, and not the “real” mother. 

Desire full stop is always the desire of the Other. Which basically 
means that we are always asking the Other what he desires.11 

According to Lacan, desire is the desire for the Other and for the object that the 
Other desires or lacks. The Other with a big O does not mean any specific oth-
er, someone like me, but an otherness that ‘transcends the illusory otherness of 
the imaginary because it cannot be assimilated through identification.’12 While the 
little other reflects the Imaginary ego, the big Other exists beyond the realm of 
imaginary identifications and refers to two types of otherness in the order of both 
the Symbolic and the Real, respectively.13 Firstly, the big Other is the symbolic or-
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8. Lacan, Four Fundamental Concepts of Psychoanalysis, p. 31. 
9. Lacan, Écrits, p. 580.
10. Ibid.
11. Lacan, My Teaching (London: Verso, 2008), p. 38.
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p. 136.
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the Real is something that is outside of the language, which is indescribable and unlocalizable. In 
other words, the real is a loss or a gap in the Symbolic order. ‘Jacques Lacan (Stanford Encyclo-
paedia Of Philosophy)’, Plato.Stanford.Edu, 2013 <https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/lacan/> [Ac-
cessed 12 October 2021].



der, which can be equated with language and the law.14 Secondly, the big Other 
also has a Real dimension, which is ‘an unknowable “x”, an unfathomable abyss 
of withdrawn-yet-proximate alterity.’15  The Other here I refer to is the Real Other, 
the enigmatic Other that ‘punches a hole’ in the Symbolic. For Lacan, the maternal 
figure is the initial incarnation of a Real Other for the infant. 

What the Other desires is not always clear, because it is ultimately unconscious. To 
desire is to constantly question what the Other wants, which in the first instance 
is to identify the mother’s desire. Following the graph of desire, Lacan raises the 
question of what the (m)Other desires – ‘Che Vuoi?’, ‘What do you want?’16 The  
(m)Other here stands for both the mother and the Other, who is the first big Other 
the child encounters. By asking what the mother wants, the infant tries to find out 
what the mother lacks, in order to know how to become the desired object of the 
mother. This process of questioning leads the infant to develop their own desire 
and subjectivity. 

However, it is difficult for the infant to understand the mother, as they cannot speak 
or understand what the mother says or does. During that period, the only way for 
the infant to communicate with the mother is by crying and looking at the mother’s 
eyes as she gazes at her child and observes her gestures, listens to the sounds she 
makes, trying to work out what she does and wants. More importantly, what the 
mother desires is beyond language and outside of the dimension of consciousness. 
Even after the child enters into language, the desire of the mother still remains an 
enigma.  

2 April, 2019
A middle-aged woman came to talk to me after the show finished at the theatre. She wore 
a black dress and a camel cape, with her hair loosely tied up in a low ponytail. She invited 
me to go back home with her, and I said yes without much hesitation.
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desire and subjectivity. Lacan, Écrits, pp. 689-690.



It was a strange apartment, which had unpainted walls, bare concrete floors and glamor-
ous vintage furniture. The few things I could remember were a green velvet couch and 
two maroon pianos. 

More strangely, there was a girl playing one of the pianos. However, I could not hear 
any sound or music. She did not talk to us or look at us, just continued playing silently 
like a well-behaved doll. I could not see her face, only her back. I remember that she had 
long black hair and wore a long-sleeved ‘baby doll'’ dress. I was slightly surprised by her 
presence and even felt a bit jealous. Before I could talk with the girl, the woman asked 
me to play the other piano for her. 

For this enigma of the (m)Other, Lacan designates the phallus, which she funda-
mentally lacks, as a signifier of her desire. The phallus is neither the penis, nor the 
object of desire, but an indicator of what the (m)Other does not have. Lacan stress-
es that the phallus has to remain veiled, the lack it signifies ‘only ever represented 
as a reflection on a veil.’17 The veil suggests that there is something hidden behind 
it without ever exposing what it may be. Therefore, the phallus remains invisible, 
unlocalisable and unattainable, like the desire it signifies.

2019
I did not know where I was or what I was doing. It seems like I was in a room by myself. 
I looked down my crotch and saw an erect penis, which was almost as big as a water bot-
tle. This big penis was not someone else’s penis, but my own. Suddenly, I realised that 
I was in my own dream. The first idea that came to my mind was: I have to make use of 
this opportunity; I can finally feel how it feels like to have a penis!

Then I touched my giant penis, it looked slightly red and felt very hard. After touching it 
for a while, I moved my hand up and down more and more quickly, like what I have seen 
before – how a man masturbates. I felt good, but I was not sure if that was how it would 
feel like to have something concave, rather than convex. 

In order to be what the mother desires, the child wants to be the phallus of and for 
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the mother. However, the female child does not have a penis, nor does the male 
child have permission to use his penis to fulfil the mother’s desire and his own 
desire. According to Sigmund Freud, sexual difference is first encountered during 
the phallic phase, in which both male and female children discover that the mother 
does not have a penis.18 The female child is fundamentally castrated in identifica-
tion with the mother, while the male child is under the constant threat of castration 
made by father who intervenes to maintain the interdiction on incest.19 Castration 
anxiety is generated in response to this phantasy of the castration of the imaginary 
penis, which recalls a series of traumatic experiences, characterised by loss or sep-
aration, from birth to the loss of the breast in feeding and weaning to the realisation 
of the anatomical difference between the sexes. The child has to align themselves 
with one of the sexes, therefore foregoing something of their infantile sexuality. 

For Lacan, the phallus is not the actual penis, and the castration complex is more 
than the fear of losing a bodily organ, but also ‘the symbolic lack of an imaginary 
object.’20 The imaginary object is the phallus that the mother essentially lacks; and 
the castration anxiety is a metonymic displacement of the child’s anxiety at trying 
to be the mother’s desired object. Although Lacan has stripped the phallus of its 
anatomical origin and theorised it as a signifier, a function that is not one relating to 
any bodily organs, Lacan’s theories around the phallus have been repeatedly cri-
tiqued as phallocentric. Judith Butler argues that the Lacanian phallus still shows a 
precedence over other corporeal signifiers, and that Lacan fails to differentiate the 
phallus entirely from male genitals.21 However, what the phallus signifies is not the 
desire for a penis, but the sexual difference on the level of lack, which is first ‘picked 
up and made significant by the undeniable visibility of the penis as the only mark 
of significant difference between the little girl and the little boy.’22 It is through this 
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recognition of the sexual difference that both male and female children realise that 
they lack the phallus that the mother desires.

The fact that desire is something beyond what we have brings us to the Lacanian 
objet petit a, which refers to what is unreachable in the object of desire and ‘what 
sets our desire in motion’.23 Therefore, the objet petit a functions as an indirect and 
figurative symbol of the lack and an imaginary compensation for the symbolic cas-
tration. In other words, the objet petit a is a symbol of the phallus, which is the ob-
ject of the drive, and ‘desire moves around it, in so far as it is agitated in the drive.’24 

In Freud’s fort/da game played by the child, the objet petit a is the cotton reel. Un-
like Freud, however, Lacan thinks that the cotton reel does not simply represent 
the mother, but also ‘a small part of the subject that detaches itself from him while 
still remaining his’: in other words, a residue of the process of separation from the 
mother.25 The cotton reel, which belongs neither to the child nor the mother, cre-
ates a rift in the mother-child wholeness.26 This rift allows the child to develop his 
own desire and establish the presence of his subjectivity in the absence of the 
mother. 

The mother is a big crocodile and you find yourself in her mouth. You 
never know what may set her off suddenly, making those jaws clamp 
down. That is the mother’s desire […] There is a roller [rolling-pin], 
made of stone, of course, which is potentially there at the level of the 
trap, and that holds and jams it open. That is what we call the phallus. 
It is a roller which protects you, should the jaws suddenly close.27 

For some commentators the rolling-pin represents the ‘paternal function’ that pro-
tects the child from the desire for and of the mother. The paternal function is what 
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intervenes from without in the mother-child dyad. The child realises at some point 
that they are not everything to the mother, that the mother’s desire is directed 
towards a place outside of the mother/child dyad, a place conventionally occupied 
by the father (but it could be another woman). It is from that place that the paternal 
function operates to open a gap between the mother and the child.

Therefore it is not only the absence, but also the presence of the mother that the 
child finds unbearable. On the one hand, the child wants to be everything to the 
mother, the desired object of the mother’s desire to stay inside the warm and safe 
mouth of the mother crocodile. On the other hand, the child can only breathe and 
constitute their own space, their sense of self, if there is a rolling-pin that keeps the 
mother’s jaws open. This rolling-pin opens up a gap between the mother and the 
child, the possibility of absence, which allows the child to indulge itself in the pres-
ence of the mother without being eaten. In this paradox of absence and presence, 
the child clings to the objet petit a, which is the remainder of the broken moth-
er-child unity, to maintain the illusion of wholeness.28

This complicated relationship between the subject and the objet petit a is what 
Lacan calls a phantasy.29 Based on Freud’s work, Laplanche and Pontalis define 
phantasies as imaginary scenes in which the subject is both an observer and a par-
ticipant.30 For Lacan, phantasy is a mise-en-scène of desire, which shows how the 
subject ‘would like to be positioned with respect to the Other’s desire.’31 As Žižek 
says, phantasy provides a scene for the object that drives desire, which is the objet 
petit a.32 Even though phantasy cannot offer us the object we desire, it can present 
a scene in which we can experience a sense of possibility. 
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2019
I was sitting on the grassland in a sombre park. Before I even realised, there were a man 
and a woman pointing their guns at me. I could not see them very clearly, but I remem-
bered that they were wearing some kind of black leather outfits. Suddenly, I recognised 
that I was in a kind of hunger game, in which all the players hunt for each other and kill 
their prey. They were talking about something which I could not understand, while I was 
stiff with the cold and the metallic feeling of the gun that was pressed against my fore-
head. I felt extremely scared, worrying about what they were going to do to me.

After a while, instead of killing me, they took me in a car and drove to a place. When I 
entered the room, I saw a big pyramid that consisted of six layers of people who were 
having oral sex with each other. I could not see their faces, as they seemed to be in a 
constant transition between their heads and bottoms. The only exception was the man on 
the top, a middle-aged bald man, whose face I could see all the time.

In the field of the visible, the gaze is the objet petit a,33 which is not the look, but 
something that is outside of the Symbolic and functions in the dimension of the 
Real. The gaze is a lost object that cannot be apprehended and localised directly. 
However, fantasy provides a relation to this lost object, in which the subject can im-
agine the possibility of obtaining the impossible object. The photographic sketch is 
the fantasy I construct in my mind, by selecting certain objects, elements, through 
the lens of my eyes both consciously and unconsciously to create a mise-en-scène 
of desire. The desire of photography is the desire to construct a scene, a fantasy, in 
which I can experience myself as a desiring subject.34 

A fantasy is simultaneously pacifying, disarming (providing an imag-
inary scenario which enables us to endure the abyss of the Other’s 
desire) and shattering, disturbing, unassimilable into our reality.35

In his book The Real Gaze, Todd McGowan discusses how fantasy can offer both a 
justification or rationale for the impossibility of the fulfilment of desire, and expose 
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the repressed excess that stains the seemingly neutral social reality. McGowan 
stresses that through creating different fantasies, cinema can not only fill in the 
gaps in the ruling ideology by replacing the subject’s dissatisfaction with an im-
aginary enjoyment, but also interrupt the functioning of ideology by revealing the 
hidden obscenity and excessive enjoyment embodied in the gaze.36  

Unlike films, photographs are still and soundless. However, the stillness, the si-
lence and the absence of an explicit narrative in photographs leave more space for 
the viewer to imagine what might have happened outside the frame. According to 
Christian Metz, 

The photographic take is immediate and definitive, like death and like 
the constitution of the fetish in the unconscious, fixed by a glance in 
childhood, unchanged and always active later. Photography is a cut 
inside the referent, it cuts off a piece of it, a fragment, a part object, 
for a long immobile travel of no return. Dubois remarks that with each 
photograph, a tiny piece of time brutally and forever escapes its ordi-
nary fate, and thus is protected against its own loss. [...] The fetish, too, 
means both loss (symbolic castration) and protection against loss.37

Because of its relation to the reality of which it is an image, a photograph, unlike a 
painting, offers the fantasy of an unmediated access to the reality that has been 
photographed. This specificity of the photographic image makes it particularly sus-
ceptible to disavowal: ‘I know very well that what I see in the photograph actually 
happened, but nevertheless it is only an image.’ This separation of knowledge from 
belief is characteristic of fetishism.38

In psychoanalysis, fetishism is a form of sexual perversion, according to which the 
normal sexual object, such as sexual organs, is replaced by an intrinsically non-sex-
ual object. It is a defense against the fear of castration that arises when the male 
child sees for the first time that his mother does not have a penis, and makes sense 
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of the difference in terms of loss: the mother has lost her penis, which makes it 
possible for him to imagine that he too may one day lose his penis.39 The child looks 
away and the fetish is created in this instant when his gaze falls upon an object 
which will become a substitute for the maternal penis, allowing him to keep his belief 
in the maternal penis intact and his fear of castration at bay. 

As Metz writes, ‘the fetish is related to death through the terms of castration and 
fear, to the off-frame [of the photograph] in terms of the look, glance, or gaze.’40 The 
fetish is the result of the displacement of the look, from absence to presence. The 
off-frame of the photograph invites such a displacement. Unlike films, everything 
that is outside of the frame of a photograph will never come back to the frame and 
can never be seen or heard, living in a space that can only be imagined and fanta-
sied by the viewer. When we look at a photograph, we see what is inside the frame, 
and imagine what is outside of the frame - a reminiscence of the absence, a feeling 
of lack. 

When the shutter closes, the camera takes everything inside of the frame in and cuts 
off everything that is outside the frame. Regardless of the fullness of the ‘in-frame’, 
the ‘off-frame’ makes a photograph always a part object that is haunted by the ir-
revocable absence, ‘which are the past, the left, the lost.’41 Therefore, photography 
can work as a fetish not only because of its materiality as an object that can be held 
and kept close to the body, but also because it functions as both a substitute for that 
which is absent, and a reminder of the lack. 

A photograph is more than an image; it is a mental object that figures castration, the 
‘off-frame’ gaze, as a fetish. On the other hand, photography also offers a glimpse at 
the photographer’s desire, which has the potential to stage fantasies that allow the 
subject to imagine obtaining the desired object as a possibility.
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When I take a photograph, it is more than an act of capturing a view or possessing 
a past, it is a construction of my fantasies and a process of reaching the ‘ideal’ im-
age. Firstly, I have an image in my mind, sometimes inspired by a painting, a book, 
an experience in my life, or an idea the origin of which I do not know. Then I find a 
place, a subject, a composition, and render this imaginary scene into a photograph 
through the lens of my camera. 

In a sense, my photographs are fantasies created by me, in which I can imagine 
the possibility of obtaining the desired object – the phallus, the desire of the (m)
Other. The fantasies I refer to here are not unconscious phantasies, but conscious 
daydreams and imagined scenarios which may involve unconscious motivations.42 

Through constructing the ideal settings for my photographs, which normally con-
sist of a naked man within a domestic space, my desire for the phallus is represent-
ed in both a literal and a metaphorical way – the penis of the man and a fantasy of 
having power over the man in the picture. By power here I mean the dominant and 
active position in the fantasy I create, which is achieved by occupying the position 
of both the photographer and the one who looks at the man. 

The nakedness of the man is more than an erotic representation; it is also an in-
dicator of my attempt to have control over their visibility. In his work Being and 
Nothingness, Jean-Paul Sartre stresses that when someone knows that they are 
being looked at, what they realise instantly is not ‘there is someone there’, but the 
fact that ‘I am vulnerable, that I have a body which can be hurt, that I occupy a 
place and that I cannot in any case escape from the space in which I am without 
any defence.’43 

Being visible is being vulnerable: being exposed to a potentially dangerous situa-
tion over which one does not have full control. The vulnerability inherent in the act 
of being looked at is in the exposure not only to potential physical danger, but also 
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to a gaze from which one cannot hide in a psychological sense. For example, the 
expression ‘I see right through you’ suggests a radical exposure of the subject’s 
most intimate thoughts. Through ‘stripping naked’ the men I photograph, I try to 
put them in a similarly vulnerable situation, in which they are completely visible to 
me and subject to my gaze – the idea that I might see right through them.

Additionally when I ask these men to take off their clothes, I aim to strip them of 
their particular identity in order to forget the teacher, the businessman or the artist, 
and be left with a naked man, a body without disguise or character. In other words, 
these naked men are undifferentiated and replaceable. In ‘stripping’ these men na-
ked, I, also, and more importantly, try to remove the veil of my own desire, behind 
which there is nothing that is the phallus.

3 February, 2022
I was searching for some pornography to watch on my laptop, with a particular image 
in my mind – a man and a woman who both wear business suits having sex in a typical 
office space. I tried to type in “sex in a workplace” in the search box, but for some reason, 
it was fairly difficult for me to type in the right letters. I kept typing the wrong words 
and kept getting the wrong types popping onto my desktop. None of them was sex in a 
workplace, or in any ordinary space, but in a lot of unusual or fantastic scenarios. 

Suddenly, another porn just popped up, in which a number of monsters, looking like half 
animal half-human creatures, were having an orgy. I felt so scared and tried to close the 
window. But the ‘close’ button that was right in front of me seemed so far and so difficult 
to reach, I kept failing to close the window just as I kept typing the wrong letters in the 
search box. 

In the fort/da game, the child symbolises the comings and goings of the mother by 
repeatedly throwing away and pulling back the cotton reel, therefore enacting a 
control it does not actually have. The game is also an instance when the child asks 
itself the questions: ‘Do you still love me when you are not here?’ Or in other words, 
‘Do I still exist in your absence?’ 

Another example is the peek-a-boo game, in which the mother first hides her face 
from the infant, and then uncovers it and says ‘Peekaboo!’. The infant finds it im-
mensely pleasurable when the mother takes her hands off her face and looks at 
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them. What appeals to the child here is not only the presence of the mother, but its 
visibility to the mother, or in other words, the look of the mother through which it 
confirms its existence. The mother is the Other who ratifies the image of the child 
for the child.44 This image of itself is one the child imagines from the place of the 
(m)Other. Therefore, what the child is trying to control is not only the absence of 
the mother, but the image of itself, which is constituted through the presence of 
the (m)Other. 

In my work, instead of intending to provide an assortment of naked male bodies for 
consumption, the male body is always represented in its relation to other elements 
in the frame, never on its own. Apart from eroticism, there is also a kind of care and 
tenderness in my work, in which the domestic space and mundane activities ask us 
to see beyond the naked body. By making them completely visible, I try to return 
them to the moment when they were born. In a sense, I become the (m)Other who 
is looking at them and ratifying their image. 

On the other hand, beyond the image of these men, there is the imago of the moth-
er, which is a fantasy of the absent mother. The man in my images does not repre-
sent a specific man, or a particular type of man, but a thing that has been situated 
within the domestic interiors amongst objects in the scene I created, functioning as  
signifier of desire – the desire of the (m)Other. Through photographing these men 
within these domestic settings, I try to create a space that is very familiar to all of 
us, a maternal space in which castration could occur. My desire for control takes the 
form of a demand that is not addressed to these men themselves, but to the ima-
go of the mother, in a displacement of the demand that can never be met, that the 
mother be ever present. My original satisfaction at being in control of the absence 
of the mother is reproduced in a fantasised form, in which I fantasise about not only 
having the phallus but also being the (m)Other.  

I have been repeatedly asked to justify my choice of male models who are not from 
the same ethnic background as me. What came to mind in response was that these 
men remind me neither more nor less of my own father, whose naked body I have 
never seen and therefore remains an enigma. There is a disturbing closeness and 
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intimacy about the Asian male body, which suggests the desire to both see and 
not to see and makes it difficult for me to work with. In my practice, photographing 
itself creates a distance, like the rolling-pin in the mother crocodile’s mouth, leav-
ing a gap for me to develop my own desire. The fantasy of control is indissociable 
from the desire for the mother, set in motion by her absence, and also from the 
question of her desire, directed away from the child, towards another, the father. In 
a sense, my portrayal of the desired body is a condensation of the imaginary of the 
unknown body of the father and the maternal body, but at a distance. 

In some of my works, I also show myself in the scene, playing make-believe with 
these men in my own fantasy. The mise-en-scène that I create in these photo-
graphs usually contains some childish elements, such as archery training toy for 
children used in the work The Death of Actaeon (2020), suggesting the dreamland 
of a child, in which s/he fantasises about controlling everything. In this case, I am 
both the (m)Other who gazes at the child – the photographer, and also the child 
who indulges herself under the maternal gaze – the subject in the photograph. In 
addition, by putting myself in the photograph, I am both a spectator and a specta-
cle, as I am looked at by the man in the scene and the viewer of the image. However, 
these photographs are not self-portraits, as I am only a signifier, a prop, no different 
from the man, the table, or any other object in the scene. Instead of a dichotomy 
between the looking subject and the looked-at object, I compose my photographs 
to explore more complex looking relations, in which the look is not fixed, but fluid 
and exchangeable. 

Therefore, to photograph is to create a scene for the object cause of desire, or in 
other words, to try to capture the gaze by rendering the desired object through 
the photographic scene. However, as the gaze is a lost object, which cannot be 
described and localised, this attempt to make the ‘ideal’ image, or in other words 
capture the gaze, is doomed to fail. The gaze here is not the look from the photogra-
pher but the photograph itself, which gazes back at both the photographer and the 
viewer. From one photograph to another, the scene changes, but the desire remains 
the same and unfulfilled.
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2. Looking Back – Reconstructing 
the Fantasies in ‘Old Master’ Paintings



The eye sees the world, and what it would need to be a painting, sees 
what keeps a painting from being itself, sees – on the palette – the 
colours awaited by the painting, and sees, once it is done, the paint-
ing that answers to all these inadequacies just as it sees the paint-
ings of others as other answer to other inadequacies.45

Maurice Merleau-Ponty

45. Maurice Merleau-Ponty, ‘Eye and Mind’, in The Merleau-Ponty Aesthetics Reader: Philosophy 
And Painting (Evanston, Ill.: Northwest University Press, 1993), p. 127.
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In 1972, John Berger published his well-known book Ways of Seeing, an adapta-
tion of his four-part BBC television series, in which he discusses how women have 
been depicted and represented in European oil painting by exploring a key subject 
in fine art: the nude.46 In the paintings Berger discusses in his book, the subject, the 
naked woman is always aware of being looked at by the viewer.47 She looks at the 
viewer, she looks away from the viewer, she shares the spectatorship of herself 
with the viewer by looking at the mirror. However, she is perpetually the self-aware 
spectacle in all these situations.

In contrast, the male nude is often perceived as an autonomous subject, athletic, 
upright and confident, while female figures are often presented in reclining poses 
associated with passivity. As Daniela Hammer-Tugendhat says, 

The nakedness of the male nude signals his autonomy; it tells us that 
he is in control of his own actions and that his is master of his own 
fate; the nakedness of the female nude has nothing to do with au-
tonomy but is associated rather with passivity. The male nude can 
have erotic implications, but these do not interfere with its status as 
a subject; the female nude, by contrast, is all beauty and eroticism.48 

Let us look at the painting Sleeping Venus (1510), by Giorgione (completed by 
Titian), which is one of the first reclining nudes in Western painting.49 Venus is ly-
ing naked, with her right arm raised around her head and left hand covering her 
genitals. Sydney Freedberg describes this painting as ‘the perfect embodiment of 
Giorgione’s dream, she dreams his dream herself.’50

What Freedberg describes here is a loop of fantasy, in which Giorgione fantasises 
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Fig. 2.1
Giorgione/Titian, Sleeping Venus, c. 1508-10
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about the Venus dreaming about being dreamed by him. Her closed eyes suggest 
that she is dreaming on the tranquil hills, while her left hand on her private parts 
both hides herself and attracts attention to her sex. The closed eyes, the hand cup-
ping her sex may readily suggest the self-absorption of masturbation.

Frances Borzello thinks that Venus’s closed eyes symbolizes passivity, which turns 
her whole body into a spectacle that can be viewed by the onlookers as much as 
they want.51 However, I would argue that Venus is not completely passive, as she 
is also depicted as a desiring subject, who is looking at the viewer without actually 
looking. Her closed eyes stop us from seeing what she is looking at, or rather what 
she is dreaming about, which opens a breach in the gaze of both the painter Gior-
gione and the viewer. She sees what remains invisible to the viewer. 

The closed eyes and resting pose of Venus in Giorgione’s painting suggest a more 
ambiguous and complex scenario than other depictions of Venus in art history. For 
instance, in Titian’s Venus of Urbino (1534), Venus is looking at the painter/viewer 
with an intense and seductive look. Her head is slightly tilted and leaning towards 
her right shoulder and her right hand holds a small bunch of flowers gently as if 
what she holds is her pubic hair that her other hand is covering. These gestures are 
more suggestive of a pin-up photo, in which the naked woman knows that she is 
being looked at and offers her body for the visual pleasure of the viewer. By looking 
at the viewer seductively, she is indicating that, ‘I am here for you.’ Alternatively, her 
pose could be interpreted as a provocative display of her solitary and autonomous 
enjoyment, a sensual pleasure from which the viewer is excluded, and furthermore 
defined in contradistinction to the realm of work occupied by her two maids, who 
are equally excluded from the realm of sensual pleasure. The little dog curled up 
in sleep, eyes shut, offers another image of indifferent, and autonomous, pleasure.

In Edouard Manet’s painting Olympia (1863), Venus is replaced by a nude woman, 
Olympia, who is a demi-mondaine, or prostitute. Even though Olympia is also a 
depicted reclining on a couch, her pose is more natural, and less seductive. A sig-
nificant difference is in the depiction of her left hand, which rests on her right thigh 
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Fig. 2.2
Titian, Venus of Urbino, 1534
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concealing the pubis. But the hand is spider like, the fingers like walking legs facing 
forward, and as such it attracts attention to her sex only to repel it. Olympia is also 
looking at the painter/viewer, but her look is not as seductive as the gaze of Venus 
in Titian’s Venus of Urbino (1534): it is more assertive and almost confrontational. 
Instead of saying, ‘I am here for you’, the naked woman depicted in Manet’s paint-
ing knows that she is being looked at and is looking back at the viewer looking at 
her with an even gaze. Her pose is natural and seems at ease, showing her body 
and her sexuality not in a passive and submissive manner, but with confidence. 

Furthermore, there is an insistence on the act of looking in Manet’s painting that 
is absent from Titian’s depiction of Venus. Whereas in the latter the two maids are 
looking away and the little dog’s eyes are closed in sleep, Manet paints the servant 
looking at the naked woman and the black cat’s eyes wide open, looking directly at 
the viewer of the work. In Titian’s painting, a space of intimacy is created between 
the viewer and Venus by means of the dark green drape that partly conceals her 
body while defining a space separate from the one occupied by the maids, and by a 
singular exchange of looks between Venus and the viewer. 

In contrast, in Manet’s Olympia (1863), the naked woman, the servant and the black 
cat all appear in the same space, signifying their awareness of the presence of the 
viewer/painter. Unlike Titian’s seemingly docile and passive dog, the small black 
cat in Manet’s painting stands upright and tensed on the right-hand side of the bed, 
its body almost blending with the dark green curtain behind while its  shining eyes 
are wide open against the intrusion of the viewer/painter. Interestingly, in French, 
the slang word for female genitalia is chatte, which also means a female cat. In a 
sense, what Olympia is covering with her left hand is displaced and displayed in the 
figure of the black cat, gazing back at the viewer. As Jennifer DeVere Brody says,

On closer examination, we are confronted only with the figure of the 
cat which functions as an index of what we must/must not see.52

Another female nude I would like to discuss is Diego Velázquez’s work The Toilet 
of Venus (the Rokeby Venus) (1647-51). Venus, the goddess of beauty, love and 
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Fig. 2.3
Édouard Manet, Olympia, 1863
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fertility, is lying languidly on her bed, with her back facing the viewer. The folds 
of the bed sheets resonate with her curvaceous body. On the left side of the bed, 
Venus’s son, Cupid, is holding a mirror next to her, in which we can see a vague 
reflection of her face. The indistinct image in the mirror makes it difficult for us to 
know whether Venus is looking at the reflection of herself or that of the viewer of 
the painting. Some would argue that she is looking at herself in the mirror, which 
symbolises vanity and narcissism. For Natasha Wallace, the indistinct face in the 
mirror shows that the depiction ‘is not intended as a specific female nude, nor even 
as a portrayal of Venus, but as an image of self-absorbed beauty.’53 For Berger, the 
true role of the mirror in paintings is to ‘make the woman connive in treating herself 
as, first and foremost, a sight.’54  

Conversely, Edward Snow argues that the Rokeby Venus (1647-51) breaks the di-
chotomy of the gendered gaze and the fantasy of the power of the male gaze. 

The face in the painting’s mirror has a disconcerting tendency to 
gaze, without the knowledge of the woman from whom it apparently 
derives – directly into the eyes of the viewer, with knowing intima-
cy.55

For Snow, the image in the mirror is as if detached from the Venus’s body, which 
allows her to gaze at her own body and, more importantly, to gaze at the viewer. 
Snow stresses that the mirror mediates between us and Venus, reflecting an oth-
erness that is either her or us. Like the closed eyes of Titian’s Venus, the mirror in 
the Rokeby Venus stops us from knowing what Venus is looking at. Therefore, what 
the mirror displays is the gaze of the viewer, gazing at us by showing an indistinct, 
disembodied reflection of the reclining woman’s face. This vague image seduces 
us, but at the same time also stops us at the same time, from seeing what we want, 
or in other words, from obtaining what we desire.
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Having remarked that the reflection in the mirror appears detached from the body 
of Venus, Snow draws a formal connection between the Cupid, whose gaze is di-
rected at the face in the mirror, locked in a pre-oedipal bond, a doubled gaze, which 
is ‘male and female, young and old, infant and maternal’, ‘gazing out together on 
the single self-sufficient female body.’56 Rather than being sadistic or aggressive-
ly possessive, there is considerable tenderness, wistfulness and pleasure in their 
looks. Snow stresses that what the Rokeby Venus opens onto is a maternal field 
of vision, rather than a phallic or patriarchal capture, which is ‘a space neither of 
possession and display nor of mythic plenitude but of splitting, separation, spacing, 
and the weaving and traversing of gazes.’57  

By comparing these different paintings of Venus, we can see that there can be 
various nuances within the same subject. The key difference is the look of Venus, 
which is directed at the viewer in different ways. Therefore, I would argue that it 
is rather reductive to claim that all female nudes are passive spectacles for the 
male spectator. On the other hand, I think that the prevalence of female nudes in 
art history itself raises many questions about the framing of the representation of 
women. Lynda Nead argues that ‘the transformation of the female body into the 
female nude is thus an act of regulation.’58 Additionally, the male artist is usually 
considered productive and controlling, and his sexual desire is expressed through 
his brush. In her work The Female Nude, Nead uses Jacques Derrida’s discussion of 
the concept of style59 to describe the relationship between the artist and the can-
vas, in which the artist, the brush and the style is masculine or even phallic while 
the canvas or surface is both receptive and terrifying. As Nead says, 

The female nude marks a double inscription – it is a kind of surface 
within a surface […] Within critical language woman is figured as the 
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Fig. 2.4
Diego Velázquez, The Toilet of Venus (the Rokeby Venus), c. 1647-51 
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resistant, unnameable ‘otherness’ of paper/canvas, the sign of ab-
solute non-signification. The female nude within patriarchy thus sig-
nifies that the woman/surface has come under the government of 
male style.60

In 1914, Canadian suffragette activist Mary Richardson slashed the Rokeby Venus 
(1647-51) in the National Gallery in London to protest against the arrest of the Brit-
ish suffragette Emmeline Pankhurst. In her statement, Richardson says,

I have tried to destroy the picture of the most beautiful woman in 
mythological history as a protest against the Government for de-
stroying Mrs Pankhurst, who is the most beautiful character in mod-
ern history.61

Nead argues that Richardson’s attack has itself become a ‘literal realisation of the 
phallic figuration of style’, which inadvertently reveals the unconscious hostility 
embodied in the looking relationship between the looker and the looked-at.62 By 
slashing the canvas, or in other words, the body of the most beautiful woman, with 
a butcher’s knife, Richardson broke the ideal image of the female nude and made 
her own marks of agency on the painting. 

In her painting Philip Golub Reclining (1971), Sylvia Sleigh tries to challenge the 
masculine way of portraying the nude in a portrait of herself painting a reclining 
male nude. The man has long, dark-brown hair and a slim body with lightly toned 
muscles. He is shown lying on a couch and looking at himself in a mirror, a pose that 
evokes the Rokeby Venus (1647-51). On the left-hand side of the painting, a wom-
an, Sleigh, is painting the man and looking at the viewer. For Sleigh, the male nude 
is depicted as ‘a vehicle to express erotic feelings, just as male artists have always 
used the female nude’.63 Unlike the indistinct image in the mirror in the Rokeby 
Venus (1647-51), the man’s face is painted with great detail in Sleigh’s work. This 
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Fig. 2.5
The Rokeby Venus by Velázquez slashed by Mary Richardson, 1914.
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makes the painting more like a reversal of the gender roles, in its presentation of a 
man in the stereotypical poses of a female nude.

However, when we take a closer look at the painting, we can see that the painter is 
seated behind the model, who is looking at himself in a mirror that spans the width 
of the canvas. What we are seeing is Sleigh’s reflection in the mirror seen from her 
point of view. She is also looking at herself in the mirror, a gaze that coincides with 
our own gaze as we are looking from the painter’s perspective. The narcissistic 
gaze of the model is echoed in the narcissistic gaze of the painter. Therefore, this 
painting is a conflation of two genres: the nude and the self-portrait. More impor-
tantly, the gazes depicted in the painting do not meet, as both the model and the 
painter are absorbed in their own image. 

In Old Mistresses: Women, Art, and Ideology, Griselda Pollock and Rozsika Parker 
argue that regardless of his reclining pose, the male subject, Golub, is not simply a 
body, but a finely painted and recognisable portrait who is looking back at the view-
er through his self-possession.64 As Pollock and Parker say, ‘masculine dominance 
cannot be displaced merely by reversing traditional motifs and thinking that this 
automatically produces an alternative imagery.’65

Firstly, we only know it is a ‘recognisable portrait’ because the name of the sitter 
appears in the title of the painting. There is nothing in the painting itself that allows 
one to know this is Philip Golub, the son of American painter Leon Golub. Further-
more, if we look at the painting closely, we can see that the man’s look is vague and 
indirect as he gazes at his own image as if in a daydream, whereas the painter’s look 
is sharp as she looks directly at her own reflection in the mirror which coincides with 
the position of the viewer. According to the codes of representation, she is the one 
who appears self-possessed as she looks directly and unwaveringly at the viewer. 
Additionally she sees what he does not see; his back is turned to the viewer as he 
remains absorbed in his own reflection, a position of vulnerability

In my practice, I reflect on the staging of desire and eroticism in certain paintings 
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Fig. 2.6
Sylvia Sleigh, Philip Golub Reclining, 1971
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in art history to try to reconstruct these erotic fantasies and make my own por-
trayal of the desired body. More importantly, instead of simply reversing male and 
female roles, I try to use my photographs to question and challenge the dichotomy 
between the masculine style and the feminine surface in art history, and to explore 
more complex looking relations of looking beyond the existing model of a looking 
subject and a looked-at object. 

For instance, my work The Nightmare (2019) is inspired by Henry Fuseli’s paint-
ing The Nightmare (1781). Fuseli’s painting portrays an erotic, dreamlike image, in 
which an incubus is sitting on a sleeping woman’s belly. The woman is lying on her 
back on a bed: her upper torso has slid over the edge of the mattress and her head 
and arms are hanging down. She is not naked, but we can see her curvaceous body 
clearly through her gauzy dress. The incubus, who is a male demon who tries to 
seduce women into having sexual intercourse with him, is crouching on the wom-
an’s belly, looking out at the viewer. On the left-hand side of the room, the head 
of a horse with bulging white eyes is emerging from the parted curtains. What is 
striking about the horse’s head is that it is not looking at anything: its eyes are two 
bulging white globes, as if it is blind. The blind eyes of the horse echo the closed 
eyes of the sleeping woman. However, they suggest very different meanings: one 
is the blindness to the outside world in dreaming; the other one is the blindness of 
not seeing.

In 1779, Fuseli wrote to a friend about his fantasies of a woman he had fallen in 
love with, named Anna Landholdt, before she was to marry another man:

Last night I had her in bed with me – tossed my bedclothes hug-
ger-mugger – wound my hot and tight-clasped hands about her – 
fused her body and soul together with my own—poured into her my 
spirit, breath and strength. Anyone who touches her now commits 
adultery and incest! She is mine, and I am hers. And have her I will 
[...]66  
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Fig. 2.7
Henry Fuseli, The Nightmare, 1781
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Fig. 2.8
The Nightmare, 2019
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The Nightmare (1781), then, can be seen as Fuseli’s portrayal of his unrequited 
love for Landholdt, in which the woman is Landholdt and the incubus represents 
Fuseli himself. However, the pose of the sleeping woman ambiguously suggests 
both passive receptivity67 and seductive voluptuousness.68 The painting makes us 
aware of the incubus’s weight upon the sleeping woman’s belly, a weight that is 
oppressive as well as sexual in that it implies two bodies touching, figuring the 
dreamer’s sexual arousal.

In my photograph, I am the demon who is sitting on this man’s lower torso, hiding 
his penis and distorting the shape of his body. I am neither an incubus nor a suc-
cubus (a demon in a female form), but something in between, or a combination of 
both. The nudity of the subject suggests an erotic scene, while my turtleneck top 
and tights refuse to show any sexual seductiveness towards him. My attitude and 
my clothes, furthermore, suggest the maîtresse of a sado-masochistic scene. 

Another example is my photograph The Death of Actaeon (2020), which is inspired 
by Titian’s painting of the same title. The original painting depicts the moment 
when the goddess Diana is hunting Actaeon after she found out that Actaeon had 
been looking at her bathing naked in the woods. Unlike the female nude described 
by Hammer-Tugendhat, Diana is shown as an active, upright and even aggressive 
hunter, rather than a passive embodiment of beauty and eroticism. 

In my photograph, I am shown about to shoot an arrow at the naked man beyond 
the window. The man is the one who is being looked at, while I am both the looker 
and the hunter. It is evident that I do not always take the male role in the scene, but 
the more dominant and powerful one, regardless of sex. This is because instead of 
simply reversing the gender roles, I am more interested in questioning and chal-
lenging the dyadic looking relationship between the active looking subject and the 
passive looked-at object. 

Painting always involves the gaze of others – with icons, the gaze of 
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Fig. 2.9
Titian, The Death of Actaeon, c. 1559–1575
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Fig. 2.10
The Death of Actaeon, 2020
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Gods; with civic art, the gaze of public authorities; with easel paint-
ing, the gaze of artist and patron – but it is not the gaze as the Oth-
er’s gaze that serves paintings’ function in desire.69

The complex relationship between the painter, the painted scene and the viewer 
of the painting plays a significant part in Lacan’s discussion of the gaze. For Lacan, 
painting is ‘a play of trompe-l’œil,’70 which involves looking, desire and the gaze. As 
a feast for the eye, painting lures the viewer into a trap for the gaze, in which what 
is shown to us is not what we wish to see.

On the other hand, Eunice Golden depicts male nudes as abstracted landscapes to 
express her sexual desire and challenge the discrepancies between the representa-
tions of female nudes and male nudes in art history. For instance, in her painting 
Purple Sky (1969), Golden paints the naked form of a man reclining across the can-
vas, headless, his fingers around the base of his erect penis, that juts out against a 
purple nocturnal sky. The form of the male body and the abstract topography of the 
landscape interpenetrate, reterritorialising the sexed male body as geographical, 
cultural and sexual terrain for the female viewer.71

As I worked on this image I felt myself penetrating the painting’s sur-
face and cloaking myself in the skins of the male body landscape, but 
as a woman, in corporating my body with this, thereby transcending 
his power and reclaiming my own. In this androgenous state I could 
even emphathise with his eroticism as he caressed his genitals.72 

In her film Blue Bananas and Other Meats (1973), Golden makes a feast of the penis, 
which she decorates with an assortment of vegetables, cheese, fruits and yogurt 
covered with chocolate syrup, in the order in which they would have been served 
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Fig. 2.11
Eunice Golden, Purple Sky, 1969
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Fig. 2.12
Eunice Golden, film still from Blue Bananas and Other Meats, 1973
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were it a meal. Aliza Edelman argues that Golden’s film intentionally references 
Meret Oppenheim’s performance Spring Feast (1959), in which a naked woman be-
comes the table upon which a banquet is served.73  What comes to my mind is Gus-
tave Courbet’s painting L’Origine du Monde (1866), in which a naked woman is lying 
on a bed with her legs wide open. However, whereas the female genitalia in Cour-
bet’s painting is offered to the gaze, the penis as cornucopia, a symbol of plenty in 
Golden’s film, invites a cannibalistic fantasy of ingestion and incorporation. The food 
also works to both magnify and occult the penis; at once transfigured penis, and the 
veil that is the very condion of the phallus. 

As discussed in the first chapter, the phallus is a signifier of desire, which has to 
remain veiled. In my photographic diptych The Veil (2020), a naked man, seen from 
the front and the back, stands behind a ribbed glass door. It is as if the glass slices 
the body into multiple vertical sections. The ribbed glass is the veil that blurs and 
distorts the view of this man into a genderless form. The blurred body behind the 
door reminds me of Pierre Bonnard’s paintings, in which the female body is ren-
dered in soft brush strokes. In my photographs, the glass door is the brush that turns 
an explicit image of a male nude into an indistinct image, an image that invites us to 
wonder what is behind the door.

Other female artists have been exploring the male body in their practice, such as 
May Stevens’ phallic-like portraits of the patriarchal power in her Big Daddy series, 
Sarah Lucas’ humorous sculptures of the male anatomy that consist of ordinary ob-
jects like vegetables, fruits and mattresses, and Martha Edelheit’s erotic paintings 
of the reclining male nude. However, Golden argues that it is difficult for female 
artists to claim a female erotica, as ‘there is no voyeuristic tradition for women.’74 
This reminds me of comments about my earlier work My Tinder Boys (2017), in 
which I photographed different men I met through Tinder, naked in their kitchens: 
those photographs, I was told, appear to have been taken by a male homosexual 
photographer. The assumption here reveals certain preconceptions about the male 
nude and homoeroticism, implying that the voyeuristic gaze onto the male body can 
only be masculine. I would argue that the voyeuristic gaze is not gendered, never-
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Fig. 2.13
The Veil, 2020
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theless, the sexual imagery within female artists’ works seem to be less accepted 
and understood. 

Censorship functions on many levels, preventing women from de-
veloping a female erotica [...] they may find that the sexual imagery 
within their work is denied, or even disclaim it themselves [...] There 
should be a place in women’s art where intimacy can be defined in 
terms that are very broadly sexual: a prophetic art whose richness 
of fantasy may unleash a healthy appetite for a greater sense aware-
ness as well as unmask the falacies of male power.75

In another work, The Feast, Inside (2020), I work with another female photographer, 
Steph Wilson, to explore more complex looking relationships to expand my inves-
tigation of the question of the gaze. Looking at classical oil paintings of female 
nudes in art history, — such as William-Adolphe Bouguereau’s The Nymphaeum 
(1878) and Jean-Auguste-Dominique Ingres’ The Turkish Bath (1862), we try to 
construct our own fantasies of erotic desire by creating a ‘cornucopia of naked 
men’. In a sense, this ‘feast of men’ is inspired by, and also my response to, the 
general fantasy of the powerful man in his harem.

In The Feast, Inside (2020), a large painting on the back wall, which depicts rev-
ellers and maenads – the female followers of Dionysus, the god of wine in Greek 
mythology – enjoying the festivities. In the painting, men, women and children in 
various states of undress are dancing around in flirtatious indulgence. In contrast, 
the figures are static and no one seems to be looking at anyone in the photograph. 
People are staring in emptiness, creating a sense of extreme detachment between 
the figures. In this scene, where bodies are not touching and eyes do not meet, the 
gaze, which is different from the look, is detached from the eyes and constant-
ly drifting among the photographers, the naked men, the painting and the photo-
graphic scene itself. 
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Fig. 2.14
The Feast, Inside, 2020
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3. The Complexity of the Gaze



It was a small can, a sardine can. It floated there in the sun, a witness 
to the canning industry, which we, in fact, were supposed to supply. It 
glittered in the sun. And Petit-Jean said to me – You see that can? Do 
you see it? Well, it doesn’t see you! […] if what Petit-Jean said to me, 
namely, that the can did not see me, had any meaning, it was because 
in a sense, it was looking at me, all the same. It was looking at me at 
the level of the point of light, the point at which everything that looks 
at me is situated – and I am not speaking metaphorically.76

Jacques Lacan

76.  Lacan, Four Fundamental Concepts of Psychoanalysis, p. 96. 
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3.1 The Gaze, the Look and the Eye

What is the gaze? The problem with the question of the gaze is that the definition 
of this term – the gaze – is usually unclear. In Sartre’s work Being and Nothingness, 
the gaze is conflated with the act of looking, which can be given by not only the lit-
eral eye, but also an implication of the Other’s presence. For Sartre, the Other, with 
the capital O, is the ‘indispensable mediator between myself and me’, which brings 
me the full recognition of ‘all the structures of my being’.77 Based on the Hegelian 
dialectic of master and servant, Sartre designates a dyadic active-passive relation-
ship between the looking subject and the looked-at object.78 

I am fixing the people whom I see into objects; I am in relation to 
them as the Other is in relation to me. In looking at them I measure 
my power.79 

The Other is objectified through my look upon him or her and could be apprehend-
ed as a subject only when he or she sees me. The act of seeing creates a distance 
between me and the things I look at, which dissociates me from the Other’s world 
of being and makes these things become a part of my perception. The Other no 
longer exists as a subject in the same temporal space with me, but as an object in 
my observation and conjectural comprehension. 

By the mere appearance of the Other, I am put in the position of 
passing judgement on myself as an object, for it is as an object that 
I appear to the Other.80 

Sartre further states that the Other’s look causes in us a feeling of vulnerability 
and shame. Being looked at is being in a potentially dangerous situation in which 
one does not have full control. When someone is looked at, their vulnerable body 
is exposed to the potential precariousness, as the looker can see where one is and 
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what one is doing without one knowing their intentions. On the other hand, the look 
from the Other challenges one’s subjective freedom and invokes one’s fear of be-
ing judged by the Other, which is a source of shame. 

In contrast, Lacan separates the gaze from the look, following Maurice Merleau-Pon-
ty’s idea of the pre-existing gaze that constantly looks at us from all sides.81  Unlike 
Sartre’s either/or dichotomy of the looking subject and the looked-at object, Lacan 
suggests a multi-layered triangular relationship between the spectator, the spec-
tacle and the gaze, in which the positions of both the subject and the object can be 
interchanged and occupied simultaneously. The gaze does not simply objectify the 
subject, but actually sustain and constitute the subject in a function of desire.82 For 
Lacan, the gaze is a third locus in the dynamic of the scopic drive, which indicates 
not only the desire to look, but also to be looked at as the desired object of the Oth-
er’s gaze. Thus, the gaze is ‘the object petit a in the field of the visible.’83 

In our relation to things, in so far as this relation is constituted by the 
way of vision, and ordered in the figures of representation, some-
thing slips, passes, is transmitted, from stage to stage, and is always 
to some degree eluded in it – that is what we call the gaze.84

As discussed in the last chapter, the objet petit a is the phallus – the signifier of 
desire, which is essentially lacking and has to remain veiled. In the scopic field, the 
gaze is the objet petit a, which is veiled by the eye. For Sartre, the gaze is not nec-
essarily equivalent to the eye, whereas the gaze and the eye are never the same 
for Lacan. As Lacan says, ‘the eye and the gaze – this is for us the split in which 
the drive is manifested at the level of the scopic field.’85 The split between the gaze 
and the eye is the split between the unconscious and the conscious. In the dynamic 
of the scopic drive, the gaze slips away from the actual image, from the conscious 
eye, gazing at the phallus in the realm of the unconscious.
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Under the constant gaze of the Other in this spectacle of the world, the subject not 
only sees but also gives itself to be seen. But for whom? For the Other. As Lacan 
says, ‘what determines me, at the most profound level, in the visible, is the gaze that 
is outside.’86 The gaze is a stimulating vortex, around which the drives to see and to 
be seen circulate. In other words, the gaze is the signifier of our desire of what the 
Other desires in the field of the visible.
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3.2 The Gendered Gaze

3.2.1 The Male Gaze

As mentioned above, in his Ways of Seeing, Berger discusses how women have 
been the looked-at objects for the male viewers throughout the history of art.87  
Berger states that while men survey women, a woman is both the surveyor and the 
surveyed, as she is constantly surveying how she herself is being surveyed by men. 

Men act and women appear. Men look at women. Women watch 
themselves being looked at [...] Thus she turns herself into an object 
– and most particularly an object of vision: a sight.88

For Caroline Evans and Lorraine Gamman, Berger extends Marx’s theory about 
commodity fetishism to describe the unequal gender relations of looking, in which 
everything has become an exchangeable commodity.89 The inequalities of power 
derived from social values are implanted in the process of image making, creating 
a dichotomy between the active male surveyor and the passive surveyed female 
inherent in the look.

Similarly, in Laura Mulvey’s groundbreaking essay ‘Visual Pleasure and Narrative 
Cinema’, she discusses this unequal looking relationship between men and women 
and proposes her conception of the male gaze.90  

In a world ordered by sexual imbalance, pleasure in looking has 
been split between active/male and passive/female. The determin-
ing male gaze projects its phantasy on to the female figure which is 
styled accordingly. In their traditional exhibitionist role women are 
simultaneously looked at and displayed, with their appearance cod-
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ed for strong visual and erotic impact so that they can be said to 
connote to-be-looked-at-ness.91

Mulvey points out that in classic narrative cinema, the spectacle is always female, 
while the spectator is always male, or masculinised. The female characters are 
normally displayed as the erotic object, either for the male characters within the 
narrative of the  film or for the audiences.92 Mulvey’s discussion of the gaze is clear-
ly based on an active men/passive women dichotomy between the looking sub-
ject and the looked-at object, which owes more to Sartre’s notion of the look than 
Lacan’s theory of the gaze. In this case, the gaze is limited to the act of looking and 
understood as a form of mastery, which is fundamentally masculine as a product 
of our patriarchal society.

In his essay ‘The Difficulty of Difference’, David Rodowick stresses that this rigid 
binary logic leaves no place for the female subject, except as ‘an absence, a nega-
tivity defining castration and the not-masculine, or as a yet unrealised possibility.’93   
Rodowick argues that what is missing in Mulvey’s essay is an acknowledgement 
of the logic of the unconscious, which does not obey the logic of consciousness. 
Consequently, she could only imagine a viewing position for women that equates 
with their actual sex and the sex of the women on the screen. In her later essay, she 
recognises this and proposes another ‘viewing position’ for women in identification 
with the masculine position – to be understood as ‘active’.94 In the unconscious, the 
subject shifts positions in identification, regardless of its sex and gender. The later 
idea of fantasy as a staging of desire helps to further distance the individual from 
sex and gender determinism, as the subject in fantasy takes up a position or multi-
ple positions in relation to its desire and not in accordance with its sexual identity.

Furthermore, Joan Copjec argues that film theory’s interpretation of the Lacanian 
gaze is in fact a ‘Foucauldization’ of Lacan.95 In Michel Foucault’s book Discipline 
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and Punish, he develops the idea of the panoptic gaze, which refers to the archi-
tectural plan for a prison by the philosopher Jeremy Bentham, which was termed 
Panopticon. The architectural panopticon has a circular structure that houses the 
cells around a watchtower at its centre. The prison guard is able to observe all the 
prisoners from the watchtower, without being seen by the them. Therefore, the 
prisoner is ‘seen but he does not see; he is the object of information, never a sub-
ject in communication.’96 Unable to see inside the watchtower, the prisoners never 
know whether they are being watched and therefore behave at all times as if they 
were. 

According to many film theorists, including Metz, Jean Louis Baudry, Jean Louis 
Comolli and Stephen Heath, the screen of the cinema is like a mirror, which posi-
tions the subject as master of the image.97 For Paula Murphy, this is a misinterpre-
tation of Lacan’s theory of the mirror stage, in which the subject is essentially split 
or divided, instead of the stable and complete subject described in film theory.98 
Departing from this, Copjec points out that Foucault thinks of desire ‘not only as an 
effect, but also as a realisation of the law.’99 In contrast, for Lacan desire is never 
realised, and is both stimulated and repressed by the law. Therefore, Copjec ar-
gues that there is no psychoanalytic subject in film theory, but in fact a Foucauldian 
reading of the Lacanian gaze. This misinterpretation of psychoanalytic theories 
will be discussed and elaborated further on in section 4, The psychoanalytic gaze, 
below.

3.2.2 The Female Gaze 

Even though Berger does not argue for the existence of a singular gendered gaze 
and the subject of Mulvey’s essay is classic Hollywood cinema, their work has been 
broadly cited in support of the idea of a gendered gaze endowed with the power 
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to subjugate. Mulvey’s well-known concept of the ‘male gaze’ has almost become 
‘a metaphor for “patriarchy”’, which oversimplifies the complexity of the gaze and 
perpetuates the binary view of gender.100 In relation to the male gaze, there has 
also been significant discussion of the female gaze in the context of with other 
feminist issues in recent years, raising the question: what is the female gaze? 

In Laura Hinton’s essay ‘(G)Aping Women; Or, When A Man Plays the Fetish’, she 
analyses the male protagonists in the TV show I Love Lucy (CBS, US, 1951–1957) 
and the film Notorious (US, 1946) to explore the possibility of a male fetishised 
body.101 In both cases, Hinton notices that there are several moments when these 
men are looked at by the female characters. However, the male spectacles are al-
ways somehow feminine, while the portrayal of the women spectators is either un-
flattering or as emotionless, and even masculinised to some extent. Hinton argues 
that the woman’s gaze upon the man feminises him and puts him in the position 
conventionally assigned to the woman in those classic films and TV series. Apart 
from this, Hinton stresses that the bisexuality inherent in all subjects is revealed 
when men become the object of desire under these women’s gaze. 

Why does being looked at make the male spectacle bisexual? This argument sug-
gests that even when a man is being looked at by a woman, he is either being 
looked at and desired by another ‘man’ – the masculinised female spectator or 
has been feminised by the gaze of the female looker. In both scenarios, what Hin-
ton implies here is that the looker is perpetually masculine while the looked-at is 
essentially feminine. Even though Hinton’s essay discusses a range of fetishism, 
which could involve either a female or male form, the discourse around the gaze is 
still within the binarism of the active male looking subject and the passive female 
looked-at object. 

In Sartre’s book Nausea, the main character, Antoine Roquentin looks at himself 
in the mirror, finding his own body is ‘nothing new’ but ‘familiar stuff’, which is the 
same mass of flesh as others’, an object that contains heterosexual desire. The mo-
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ment he realises this disturbing nature of his sexual body, he feels nauseous and 
disgusted by himself.102 His confusion and anxiety about the sexuality of the male 
body is shown more explicitly in one of his dreams:

I gave Maurice Barres a spanking. We were three soldiers and one of 
us had a hole in the middle of his face. Maurice Barres came up and 
said to us: ‘That’s fine!’ And he gave each of us a bunch of violets. ‘I 
don’t know where to put it,’ said the soldier with the hole in his head. 
Then Maurice Barres said: ‘You must put it in the middle of the hole 
you’ve got in your head.’ The soldier replied: ‘I’m going to stick it up 
your arse.’103 

In this dream, all men have holes (in both faces and arses). Instead of reading it as 
a homosexual fantasy, in her doctoral thesis ‘The Gaze in Theory’, Melinda Jill Storr 
states that this dream shows Roquentin’s ‘anxiety about the sexuality and facticity 
of the male body in general’.104 In addition, it is noticeable that this dream happens 
straight after the dream about the municipal park, which ends with the statue of 
the Velleda of this public park pointing a finger at her ‘hole’. The sexual desire that 
is aroused by the female ‘hole’ but projected onto the male ‘hole’ shows Roquen-
tin’s confusion and inability to distinguish between masculinity and femininity.   

This inability to distinction between the male body and the female body is vividly 
presented in Lili Dujourie’s work Zonder Titel (1977). In this group of six black-and-
white photographs, it is hard for the viewers to discern the gender of the model 
with long hair, who is lying delicately on the floor with the long hair. He looks soft, 
beautiful and fragile, instead of autonomous, aggressive and masculine. According 
to Dujourie, even the model himself was surprised at how feminine a male body 
could look, and most male viewers felt uncomfortable when they were confronted 
with the male fragility suggested in this work.105 
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Fig. 3.1
Lili Dujourie, Zonder Titel [Untitled], 1977, © Photo: Kristien Daem
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Apart from exploring the fluidity between masculinity and femininity mentioned 
above, numerous artworks about the female gaze tend to focus on femininity, fe-
male identity and representation. In Charlotte Jansen’s book Girl on Girl: Art and 
Photography in the Age of the Female Gaze, she highlights a wide range of photo-
graphic works by different female photographers, amongst whom are Juno Calyp-
so and Aneta Bartos.106 As the title of the book indicates, the female gaze in ques-
tion is the gaze of women on women. Similarly, in a 2020 exhibition at Marcelle 
Joseph Projects, London, Monster/Beauty: An Exploration of the Female/Femme 
Gaze, all the artworks exhibited were about the female body. There were no rep-
resentations of the male body in the exhibition, except for a clay made ‘boyfriend’ 
lying in the bed with the artist in Mary Stephenson’s work Pillow.

It seems that the discourse on the gaze has been restricted by attributing a biologi-
cal sex to the act of looking. One of the main problems is that the sex and gender of 
the one who looks is unquestionably taken as determining how one looks, asuming 
that there is a gendered gaze inherent in the act of looking. However, following this 
logic, in which subjects are fully conscious and enjoy stable and unquestionable 
identity, I would argue that a woman can look at and portray another woman or 
herself as would a man look at and portray a woman; or, in other words, a woman 
can also apply the so called “male gaze”  onto the female body. More importantly, 
as discussed in earlier chapters, the gaze does not identify with any gender in the 
dimension of unconscious fantasy. 

The statement on the Monster/Beauty exhibition says that the artist’s own nude 
or semi-clad body ‘cripples the male gaze with its radical narcissism.’107 Looking 
at Calypso’s or Bartos’s hyper-feminine depictions of female nudes, it is difficult to 
draw a clear line between the active feminine body that renders the female artist’s 
narcissistic or erotic fantasy and the passive sexy female body that embodies the 
male viewer’s visual pleasure. Even though the intention of these works is ‘priv-
ileging feminine genius and womxn viewers’,108 one can argue that the feminine 
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Fig. 3.2
Aneta Bartos, Spread (from 4 Sale), 2011
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Fig. 3.3
Juno Calypso, The Honeymoon Suite, 2015
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body created for women, which is still broadly sexualised in the current world, can 
always be interpreted as an embodiment of the male viewer’s erotic desire, as the 
artist cannot determine how the work is viewed and by whom.

The female gaze is thus partly created as a refusal of the male gaze, in aiming 
to present women with agency through woman’s rather than men’s eyes, trying 
to create a world that is all by women and all about women. Nevertheless, British 
writer Anna Marie Smith argues that this ideal ‘by women, for women and about 
women’ world, in which there is nothing but ‘the pure reflection of the “truth” about 
women’s sexuality’, is in fact self-contradictory and unattainable.109 In such a wom-
en-only space, where we do not need to prove who we are as a woman to each 
other, why do we need to represent ourselves to ourselves?

Smith stresses that the phrase ‘by women, for women and about women’ has be-
come not only a feminist seal of approval but also a marketing strategy. In October 
2020, the Spanish clothing brand Zara launched their first lingerie collection with a 
campaign photographed by a female photographer, Annemarieke van Drimmelen. 
The campaign consists of a series of black-and-white photographs of young, slim 
models wearing Zara’s lingerie products. In a sense, this is a perfect example of a 
project that is by women – a female photographer, for women – female customers 
and about women – female models in the pictures. 

However, if we look at these photographs closely, we see that most of these mod-
els are depicted in a conventional way that mainly focuses on their slim and sexy 
bodies, their heads cropped by the frame. In an article for the Elephant magazine, 
Jansen described these images as ‘disembodied objectification, in which the ob-
jectified model is simply shown as a product, is that it encourages us to see women 
as commodification.’110 These photographs are neither for women, nor about wom-
en, but only represent the liberation of capitalism, in which the desire for emanci-
pation is conflated with, and reduced to, buying more things. As Nina Power says, 
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Fig. 3.4
‘The Female Gaze’ collection, Zara. Annemarieke van Drimmelen, 2020
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in her book One-Dimensional Woman, 

FeminismTM is the perfect accompaniment to femme-capitalTM 
[…] To Freud’s infamous question, ‘what do women want?’ it seems, 
then, that we have all-too-ready an answer. Why! They want shoes 
and chocolate and handbags and babies and curling tongs washed 
down with a large glass of white wine and a complaint about their 
job/men/friends (delete as appropriate). This model of contempo-
rary womanhood, as specific to advanced industrialized countries as 
it is, is everywhere.111

In this case, the ‘seal of approval’ has failed us: it cannot guarantee either the ef-
fects of the image, nor an ideal world that excludes any otherness and is purely 
‘by women, for women and about women.’ This female-only space is eventually 
constructed as a non-male space, within the existing binary dichotomy of men and 
women. 

3.2.3 The Queer Gaze

Last but not least, it is often argued that this essentialist model of the gendered 
gaze does not take into account non-binary, queer relations of looking. In their es-
say ‘The Transatlantic Gaze: Masculinities, Youth and the American Imaginary’, 
Hearn and Melechi points out two problems in the concept of the male gaze: the 
heterocentrism of the discourse and the dichotomy between homosexuality and 
heterosexuality.112 

In the book Switch Hitters, Carol Queen and Lawrence Schimel compiled eighteen 
short stories113, in which these queer boys and girls fantasise about each other’s 
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sexual experiences. Through cross-gender writing, one can imagine not only switch-
ing to another gender, but also desiring another sexed body. This idea of switching, 
or the idea of genderfuck, allows the subject to drift across sex and gender, which 
‘destablises the boundaries of our recognition, of sex, gender, and sexual practice.’114 

‘What is the difference between a woman with a strap-on and a man?’ June L. Re-
ich asks this question in her work ‘Genderfuck: The Law of the Dildo’ to discuss the 
function of a dildo in a butch-femme sexual relationship. As the dildo has been often 
considered as a substitution of penis, lesbian penetration is conflated with hetero-
sexual intercourse. However, Reich argues that the dildo could work as the phallus 
symbolically, which signifies difference without essentialising gender.115

Genderfuck could be said to be the effect of unstable signifying prac-
tices in a libidinal economy of multiple sexualities [...] The ambiguity 
of the system is its interplay and constant negotiation between the 
meaningful productions of sex/gender, on the one hand, and gender/
sexual performance, on the other. It is a discourse of pleasure, pro-
ducing desire in a subject who is able to get over herself and have it 
make a difference. 116

The dildo is not the penis, but frequently looks like a penis that has a glans and 
sometimes even two testicles, which perform no reproductive function rather than 
some decorative effect. When a woman wears a dildo, she adopts the masculine po-
sition in sexual intercourse while maintaining her feminine body. In a sense, the dildo 
is a mimicry, a masquerade of the lacking phallus, which is always erect and posits 
a gaze that does not subscribe to ‘any heterosexist or anatomical truths about the 
relations of sex to gender’.117

Similarly, Evans and Gamman argue that through playing with binary opposition, 
genderfuck ‘moves towards a model of gender as a simulacrum (without an orig-
inal)’, and critique the emphasis on ‘essential’ identities in gaze theory and stress 
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how queer identifications can help us understand the complexity and fluidity of the 
spectatorial subject position.118 ‘Because identity itself is not fixed, it is inappropri-
ate to posit any single identification with images.’119 

Evans and Gamman claim that the psychoanalytic framework adopted by Mulvey 
in gaze theory is not sufficient to explain our cross-gender experiences of viewing 
and ignores other important aspects of subjectivity, such as ethnicity and class. 
Queer theory would offer a space for spectatorial fluidity according to a model of 
identifications which can be multiple, shifting and changeable.  

However, the problems with many existing conceptualisations of the gaze are not 
the psychoanalytic framework itself, but the misunderstandings of those psycho-
analytic theories by many film theorists. In fact, this fluidity that queer theory ar-
gues for is actually fundamental to psychoanalytic thinking. In the dimension of the 
unconscious, the subject takes up a position, or multiple positions in relation to its 
desire and not in accordance to its sexual and/or gender identity. As Cavanagh 
writes:

Sexuality is, in itself, queer by Freudian definition […] Nobody grows 
up straight, let alone normal, from the perspective of unconscious 
sexuality. Likewise, masculinity and femininity are, for Freud, about 
the outward or inward distribution of libido. There is something 
about the societal requirement to become “feminine” or “masculine” 
(not both) that causes enormous psychic suffering.120 

Therefore, if we want to expand our understandings of the gaze, we have to go 
back to those psychoanalytic theories, instead of abandoning them.
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3.3 The Psychoanalytic Gaze
 
In his essay ‘A Child Is Being Beaten’, Freud discusses a common childhood fan-
tasy of beating and how this fantasy is transformed differently between by girls 
and boys, to explore the origin and structure of fantasy and the interplay between 
masochistic and sadistic perversion. He remarks that this fantasy is differently 
articulated by girls and boys. For girls, there are three sequences of the beating 
fantasy: (1) the girl sees her father beating another child whom she hates; (2) she 
is being beaten by her father; (3) she sees a father substitute – a teacher beating 
children, usually boys. The second phase is unconscious and never remembered 
– or in Freud’s words ‘in a sense […] has never had a real existence.’121 In contrast, 
this fantasy only appears as two stages in boys: (1) the boy is being beaten by his 
father; (2) he is being beaten by the mother or other women. The first stage is un-
conscious while the second one is conscious. 

According to Freud, both the girl’s and the boy’s unconscious fantasies have their 
origin in oedipal attachment to the father, in which ‘being beaten stands for be-
ing loved (in a genital sense)’.122 It can be seen that the role of the adult beater or 
the beaten child changes during different stages of this beating fantasy, especially 
for girls, whose position changes from a sadistic witness to a masochistic victim 
and to a sadistic one again. However, it is worth noting that only the form of the 
third phase of the girl’s fantasy is sadistic: the satisfaction of this phase is actually 
masochistic, as she enjoys a disguised and repressed incestuous pleasure through 
identifying with the victim – a boy.123 This fantasy speaks of the movement of iden-
tifications in the unconscious, regardless of gender and sexual identities.  

In this paper, Freud appears to equate femininity with passivity and the masochis-
tic position, which is one of the foundations of Mulvey’s gaze theory and also one of 
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the main reasons for critiquing the psychoanalytic theories used in the conceptual-
isation of the gendered gaze. However, Freud also stresses that ‘we far too readily 
identify activity with maleness and passivity with femaleness’124 in his later studies. 
There seems to be a confusion, or conflation, between the everyday common use 
of these terms and their psychoanalytic understanding. One might consider char-
acterising femininity psychologically as giving preference to passive aims. This is 
not the same thing as passivity; to achieve a passive aim may call for a siginificant 
amount of activity. Furthermore, passivity has a negative connotation in a general 
sense, whereas both activity and passivity are used equally and neutrally in psycho-
analytic theory. In a sense, passivity and activity are like the concave and the convex 
sides of the distribution of libido. 

More importantly, if we look more closely at the meanings of these psychoanalytic 
terms, we understand that there is actually a more complex and interchangeable 
relationship between these oppositional pairs, such as activity/passivity and sad-
ism/masochism. According to Freud, ‘every instinct is a piece of activity; if we speak 
loosely of passive instincts, we can only mean instincts whose aim is passive.’125 

In other words, activity and passivity are different ways to achieve the aim of the 
instinct/drive. Similarly, in sadism/masochism, satisfaction is gained through ei-
ther tormenting or being tormented. Masochism derives from sadism, but is turned 
around upon the subject’s own self.126 Additionally, masochists are in fact very active 
in pursuing pain and failure.127 The transformation between these opposites indi-
cates the possibility of their simultaneous presence in the same individual. As Freud 
says, ‘a sadist is always at the same time a masochist’.128 

Therefore, by approaching the notion of the gaze through psychoanalysis, the as-
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sumption of the gendered gaze put forward by Mulvey is thrown into crisis, as the 
unconscious does not recognise gender difference. In fact, psychoanalysis has 
been criticised for using an essentialist model – male and female –  as nowadays 
there are other gender positions beside the masculine and feminine gender posi-
tions. Psychoanalytic theory, far more radically, posits a subject who never achieves 
a stable position, who never coincides with the gender position assigned by the 
Symbolic order. 

So, what is the psychoanalytic gaze? As discussed in the first Section: ‘The gaze, 
the look and the eye’, according to Lacan, the gaze is the objet petit a in the field of 
the visible. In his book The Real Gaze, McGowan says:

It is not the look of the subject at the object, but the gap within the 
subject’s seemingly omnipotent look. This gap within our look marks 
the point at which our desire manifests in what we see. What is irre-
ducible to our visual field is the way that our desire distorts that field, 
and this distortion makes itself felt through the gaze as object.129  

In other words, the gaze is a manifestation of the real, which is an experience that 
is outside the Symbolic order – ‘the structure supporting and regulating the visible 
world’.130 One of the problems with the early Lacanian film theory is that it misin-
terpreted the gaze on the level of the Imaginary and the Symbolic, but not on the 
level of the Real.131 The gaze is not an indication of what we see, but what we cannot 
see, which is the objet petit a of the scopic drive. For instance, we only desire to see 
something that is precisely not visible. The gaze is a lost object in the field of vision, 
which triggers the movement of desire and also marks the unattainability of the 
Other. 

In The Four Fundamental Concepts of Psychoanalysis, Lacan uses Hans Holbein’s 
painting The Ambassadors (1533) as an example to illustrate the site of the gaze. 
When the viewer looks frontally at the painting, they see two wealthy ambassadors 
and an anamorphic figure floating at the bottom centre of the painting. It is only 
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Fig. 3.5
Hans Holbein, The Ambassadors, 1533
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when the viewer is about to move away from the painting and starts to see it from 
the right side that the shape resolves into a human skull. According to Lacan, this 
picture is ‘a trap for the gaze’,132 which can look back at us and ‘reflects our own 
nothingness, in the figure of the death’s head.’133 In a sense, the gaze is a disruption, 
or a stain, in the picture, which reminds us that there is nothing behind our desire 
but our own lack.

McGowan thinks that the gaze is not an actual object of desire that can be pinned 
down and shown directly, like the naked bodies in pornography, but a distortion in 
the seemingly neutral field of the visible. In films, the gaze can be depicted as ‘a dis-
turbance in our looking’,134 through either creating filmic fantasies or displaying the 
gaze as an absence. In my practice, I try to create different fantasies in either photo-
graphic or moving-image form, which are mises-en-scène of exhibitionism and vo-
yeurism, as well as sadomasochism. These fantasies allow me to imagine obtaining 
the desired object – the power/control over those men, in other words, the desire for 
the phallus. The gaze is not simply my looking upon the man, but the fantasmastic 
distortion created in these scenes, which reflects my own lack – the phallus – and 
also provides an opening to an otherwise unreachable enjoyment that frees us from 
the constraints of ideology.

The male gaze as conceptualised by Mulvey is actually the look of the Other, through 
which the subject seeks recognition from the Other. However, the Other will never 
see us in the way that we want to be seen. As Lacan says, ‘When […] I solicit a look, 
what is profoundly unsatisfying and always missing is that – You never look at me 
from the place from which I see you.’135 The gaze is the gap between the way we 
are being looked at and the way we want to be seen by the Other, which keeps us 
desiring. Therefore, to be free is not to obtain the gaze to have the power of vision, 
but to realise the impossibility of the gaze and the seduction of power.

It is not a purported male gaze that needs to be challenged, countered by a so-
called ‘female’ gaze – it is the assumption that the Other seems to hold the gaze 
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and can see our true being that should be questioned. However, even though Mul-
vey’s theory of the gendered gaze is a misinterpretation of the Lacanian gaze, and 
being the looker does not necessarily mean having power over the looked-at, one 
can argue that her revelation of the gender inequality in the relations of looking is 
still valid, considering that women have been the looked-at in most visual arts, films, 
advertisements, etc, for a fairly long time. In my opinion, the problem is not who is 
looking and who is being looked at, as the subject’s position is never fixed. The prob-
lem is the presupposition that women need to seek recognition from the Other more 
than men do. The gender disparity is not between the male looker and the female 
looked-at, but between the dominance of male fantasies in the public realm – a 
fantasy that is created for men and by men – and other fantasies, if we understand 
the images as fantasies created for the subject to imagine the possibility of the im-
possible desire, not the desire itself. 

In our contemporary image-driven age, in most ‘developed’ contries, both men and 
women have easily accessible resources to create fantasies for themselves. Every-
one can look and be looked at. The gaze remains unattainable, but more ubiquitous, 
due to the constant connection with the Other via the Internet. In the following chap-
ters, I will explore and discuss whether the convenience and accessibility of images 
and the constant connection of the Internet has changed the presupposition and 
the disparity discussed above. 
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4. Looking Forward – The Drifting 
Gaze in the Internet Age



Everyone is at once a mouth that sucks on the images and an anus 
that gives the undigested, sucked thing back to the images.136

Vilém Flusser

136. Vilém Flusser, Into the Universe of Technical Images (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 
Press, 2011), p. 66.



4.1 Living in the Age of the Image

With the development of technology and the Internet, everyone can easily make 
images or become images that can be looked at by the others and themselves. For 
instance, everyone can post carefully edited and selected images of themselves to 
create an online persona who broadcasts their lives and has real-time interactions 
with other online personas all day, every day. It is increasingly difficult to distin-
guish the boundaries between digital life and physical life, since almost every part 
of our life, from where we go to what we eat, or who we date, can be shared and 
documented on the Internet. The digital-born image, which can capture and trans-
late the physical, algorithmic, aesthetic and political aspects of this multi-layered 
reality, has become a connection between physical and digital modes of existence 
in the age of the image.137  

In Excellences & Perfections, Amalia Ulman pretended to be a girl who lives a con-
sumerist fantasy life, posting photographs of specialist food, luxurious products 
and sexy selfies on her Instagram page. ‘First, cute Tumblr-loving ingénue; next, a 
basic sugar baby who’s into streetwear; and finally, a post-rehab wellness freak’138 

are the three personas Ulman adopted during this project. After three months of 
playing these scripted personas on Instagram, Ulman achieved around 90,000 fol-
lowers and received hundreds of comments. This work then brought Ulman exhi-
bitions and media exposure all over the world. The success of this fake Internet 
identity and of Ulman herself as an artist is characteristic of this age of information 
capitalism, in which the look from the others has become a form of capital.

In her interview with the Financial Times, Ulman talks about her project and says, 

I was born a woman: that’s the life I’ve experienced so far, and I try 
to talk about what I know. But I feel that femininity has never come 
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Fig. 4.1
Amalia Ulman, Excellences & Perfections, 2014
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“bae yr perfect”
“Skin goddess”
“Okayyy nice body”
“Nice belly button”
“You do blond well, but I like it dark… 
WOW lotsa great Pics I never saw 
on FB, so I went & liked them all :)”
“That’s right, cry. I’m getting hott 
watching this”139 
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naturally to me. For years I’ve felt that I had to “perform” a role in my 
everyday life just to fit in. So this project was an extension of that in 
a way […] I think Instagram popularity, when it comes to images of 
women, depends on where you are in the world. It seemed that in 
the US the formula, for a while, was to have a huge ass with surreal 
Brazilian butt-lift proportions.140 

According to recent research about online self-representation, young women are 
frequently associated with selfie-taking.141 Their self-representations on online so-
cial media platforms are considered either as empowering acts of self-assertion142 
or as narcissistic and deceptive popularity-seeking antics,143 boring and repetitive 
in form.144 In Ulman’s work, she performs as one of these wannabe it-girls on Ins-
tagram to investigate the objectification of women on the Internet. Looking at Ul-
man’s work and endless similar types of selfies on social media, the question raised 
here is: has the rapid expansion of social media reinforced sexism and gender ste-
reotypes, or has it created new ways of looking and showing to emancipate us from 
the existing dichotomy between the male looker and the female looked-at? 

In her article ‘Feminism 2.0 – The Women Who Rule the Web’, Tish Weinstock dis-
cusses how the Internet has affected female representation. While some people 
argue that the Internet has accelerated the objectification of women, she consid-
ers the Internet to be an empowering tool, with which women can represent and 
control our own images.  
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We can now make the choice to post a sexy photo, and try and mimic 
the way Beyoncé or Miley or Kim Kardashian represent themselves. 
Or we can make the choice to post a photo where we are smiling with 
spinach in our teeth and a stain on our shirt.145

However, I would argue that this control over our images is actually a fantasy, 
and does not involve real power that would guarantee how the images would be 
perceived or distributed. Also, this so-called freedom to represent oneself as one 
wishes is always already subjected to the law of visibility. It is significant that the 
examples Weinstock gives of the personas one can ‘choose’ to adopt as a young 
woman, are all mainstream media celebrities. Furthermore, whether a sexy photo 
or an image of someone with spinach in her teeth, in the current age of the im-
age, where everything has been shown and can be seen, these images are nothing 
new or radical, but are reiterations and re-articulations of dominant codes of rep-
resentation disseminated through mass media. It is important to remember that 
the idealised, ‘sexy’ image takes its meaning and effect from its (implicit) compari-
son with a commonplace image, and vice versa.

More importantly, I think that the discourse around the gendered gaze itself needs 
to be questioned. The editors of the book Re vision use the notion of the panoptic 
gaze developed by Foucault to describe women’s total visibility under the patriar-
chal eye:

She carries her own Panopticon with her wherever she goes, her self 
image a function of being for another... The subjectivity assigned to 
femininity within patriarchal systems is inevitably bound up with the 
structure of the look and the localisation of the eye as authority.146

However, in the current Internet age, it is no longer only women who carry their 
own panopticon, but men as well, subject to the unverifiable gaze of our networked 
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devices. People no longer make images, but instead live inside the images. The 
image exists before it is made, since we are continually posing for the anonymous 
other on the Internet. Under this ubiquitous and pervasive gaze, is it still plausible 
to discuss the power relationship inherent in the gaze based on the existing binary 
dichotomy of men and women? How does this kind of constant presence of the 
Other change our relation to images and others? 

Instead of trying to escape from the gaze, it is precisely the look behind the screens 
that most people seem to seek nowadays. There are more and more people show-
ing and sharing their lives on Instagram, YouTube, and other social media plat-
forms, from which they can not only get attention, but also money. Everybody 
wants to be looked at, everybody wants to be a ‘Hot Babe’, everybody wants to be 
loved. As Hannah Black says, 

The Hot Babe is no one in particular, and neither are you. She “main-
tains her image,” but not any particular image. The condition of the 
Hot Babe is invisibility or (the same thing) pure contentless visibility. 
Her image is the appearance of what cannot appear. Image, which 
is impossible, is itself a taboo on the impossible. All impossibilities 
(image, love, desire, sex) must be played out as possibilities: The Hot 
Babe volunteers to perform this necessary self-abasement. The Hot 
Babe is the embodiment of the flatness and emptiness of the image, 
but the very flatness and emptiness of the image, any image, is its 
uncanny fullness.147  

While Black thinks that the Hot Babe is a gendered concept, a she, a product gen-
erated through the commodification of women, I would argue that it is not only 
women, but men as well, who are objectified and drink desire ‘like a matte surface 
repudiates light’149 in the current age of the image. Neither a she nor he, the Hot 
Babe is like the phallus, a screen behind which there is nothing, just pure empti-
ness. The flawless face and the ‘perfect’ body, be it slim, curvaceous or muscular, 
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all of which reminds the people in front of the screen of something they do not 
necessarily possess, create various ideals for different people to aspire to. The Hot 
Babe is an image of unattainability – a ‘better than real life’ fantasy, which is univer-
sally available but fundamentally unattainable. The difference between the fanta-
sies created by films or books and the ones created online is that the accessibility 
of the Internet gives people a stronger illusion of possibility – the possibility of ob-
taining the unattainable. The ‘ideal’ image is no longer a hero or a princess played 
by impossibly attractive actors or actresses in films or TV shows, but someone on 
the screen of my phone, whose life seems to be almost as ordinary as mine.

Every portrait is a record which says, “I once existed, and looked like 
this.” These portraits say, in addition, “I was an object of respect and 
envy”.149 

The desire to present an idealised image of ourselves prevailed long before the 
Internet age, as can be seen in the portrait tradition in art history.150 Berger de-
scribes these portrait paintings as more a documentation of a legacy rather than 
art, in which certain objects are selectively painted or omitted in order to depict 
the wealth and social status of the patron who commissioned the painting. Nowa-
days, the manipulation and distortion of portraits is commonplace. With the help of 
smartphones and photo editing applications, any flaw can be edited, and anyone 
can turn themselves into an ‘ideal’ image. Instead of saying, ‘I once looked like this’, 
these edited selfies say, ‘I want to look like this, and I am an object of the look.’ 

Now, we are living not just under a pre-existing gaze, but living through the lens 
of this pervasive gaze in the current Internet age. Our lives have been captured 
and divided into fragments of a constructed online profile, which consists of ‘ideal’ 
images of ourselves from different perspectives. We look at things with this pre-
conditioned gaze, constantly looking for someone, something or moments that are 
worth taking photographs of. For instance, before eating and enjoying the food at 
the restaurant, the first thing some of us do is to take a photograph of the dish and 
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post it on social media. The Internet provides us with a constant connection to the 
world, or in other words, a persistent presence of the Other. 

Therefore, the digital-born image has become less like a documentation of our 
lives, and more of a performance for the audience in front of the other side of the 
screen.151 In her book, Danah Boyd points out that this audience is an imaginary 
audience, who is invisible, targeted and ideal.152 The performer performs based 
on the presumed reactions of the imagined audience, who, in a sense, outlines the 
social context.153 The desire to exist in the Other’s gaze is structural to our being, 
since we define ourselves in relation to others. Even though there is no physical 
presentation or interaction online, the Internet offers us the constant connection 
of this all-seeing gaze and a fantasy of this seemingly more figurative audience 
through the immediate and measurable comments, ‘likes’ and ‘followers’. 

In her book Showing Off!, Jorella Andrews stresses that seeing is conflated with 
judging in the current image-world, creating circles of evaluation that are normally 
preconditioned and focus on the ‘best of’ an existing category.154 It is true that the 
Internet allows almost everyone to post and share their various content equally, 
but the potential audience is mediated through platforms whose algorithms decide 
on the level of visibility to afford certain content. In other words, a seemingly dem-
ocratic and inclusive space – the Internet also tends to celebrate what is popular 
and marginalise what is not. Even though what is popular on the Internet is less 
homogenous than what is popular in other forms of media, it is important to realise 
that all the various trends created online are still marketable trends like any other 
trend, which are simply classified and presented in an increasing number of sub-
divided categories. More importantly, the judges are also the creators of images, 
in other words, the looker is also the looked-at, locked in an all-pervasive logic of 
constant reciprocal evaluation. 
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Instead of being just an archive of past events, the digital-born image, which can 
instantly and simultaneously appear on any networked device across the world, 
evolves into an event itself through endless repetition and dissemination on the 
Internet. There is neither a linear chronology nor the signifying of truth in images 
on the Internet, but only scattered narratives and dispersed desire floating around 
them. In other words, these networked digital images can be seen not only for what 
they represent, but also for what they are.  

The digital image is actually a very accurate image, not of an ex-
ternal reality, but of the ways in which we as humans embody the 
network and how the network is intertwined with our embodiment.155 

According to Lacan, ‘man’s desire is the desire of the Other.’156 As discussed in the 
first chapter, the Other with a capital O does not mean any specific other or other 
people, but a radical otherness that ‘transcends the illusory otherness of the im-
aginary,’157 and refers to two types of otherness in the order of both the Symbolic 
and the Real. The Other here I refer to is the Symbolic Other, which is equivalent to 
the language and the structure that construct our visible world. On these online so-
cial network platforms, we try to become the desired object of the Other by taking 
up various ready-made symbolic identities. The Internet facilitates this process of 
wondering about and becoming what others desire by providing us with immediate 
and convenient access to endless images/examples. We want to be seen, to be 
liked and followed, to become a shiny product, as described in David Bowie’s song 
Heroes. 

No longer a subject, but an object: a thing, an image, a splendid fet-
ish – a commodity soaked with desire, resurrected from beyond the 
squalor of its own demise.158 

Even though many social media platforms, such as Facebook and Instagram, usu-
ally promote themselves as places for sharing great moments of our lives with oth-
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ers, I would argue that most social media platforms are in fact mainly for showing, 
rather than sharing. While sharing means conveying and expressing certain infor-
mation and ideas to other people, showing emphasises presenting, performing and 
even promoting for a potential audience. 

By endlessly posting every possible aspect of our lives on the Internet, we cre-
ate an image-based virtual world where we are subject to the gaze of the Other 
more than ever before. How we look, what we eat, where we have been, what we 
have done, none of which seem to really exist or have ever happened unless we 
post it on the Internet. Even though we might not be ceaselessly posting every 
single thing or moment of our lives on social media platforms, the Internet provides 
us with the possibility of constant connection with the Other, which leaves us no 
break from the Internet gaze – an instant, omnipresent and digital gaze that can 
be easily translated between different devices, platforms and layers of data. In a 
sense, we only realise our existence through turning ourselves into images under 
the Internet gaze, which is constantly looking at us from all sides. We are like chil-
dren under the constant gaze of the mother, relentlessly trying to show her, ‘Look 
at me, look at what I have done!’

On the other hand, we are also trapped by this Internet gaze, through which the 
everlasting metonymy of desire is accelerated and intensified. As mentioned 
above, the Other functions in the order of both the Symbolic and the Real. In this 
image-based virtual world, the Symbolic Other is the structure that guides and reg-
ulates our existence on the Internet. It constructs our use of words, appearance 
and experience, creating unwritten rules and trends for us to follow. The difference 
between these structures on the Internet and the ones in real life is that the Inter-
net rules or trends are created by both the users and the algorithm. 

While humans’ desire has a dimension of the unconscious, the algorithm only works 
in the conscious world. Using the binary digits 0 and 1 to store and process data, 
computers are significantly more methodical and deterministic than humans. With 
this binary and deterministic system, the algorithm tries to calculate and resolve 
our desire, as it would a mathematical question. Every individual is seen and stored 
as different data points, which can be collected, categorised, transferred and cal-
culated for the purpose of encouraging more and more consumption.  
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The algorithm might be able to calculate what we like and lead us to want a lot of 
things, such as trendy clothes, the latest digital devices, or unlimited image con-
tent, but it cannot predict or resolve our desire, which is something fundamen-
tally indescribable and unlocalisable. This brings us to the other dimension of the 
big Other – the Real, which is ‘an unknowable “x”, an unfathomable abyss of with-
drawn-yet-proximate alterity’.159 Nowadays, the Real Other is rendered and com-
plicated through countless images posted online. We try to become what the Other 
desires by looking at and posting the “best” images on the Internet, in the same 
way that a child tries to compete with his or her siblings for the gaze of the mother. 
The attention span of this “mother” seems so short that we have to continuously 
provide increasingly more novel and provocative images to compete with thou-
sands of other “siblings”. However, trying to use the methodical algorithmic system 
to decode the fundamentally disordered unconscious world is doomed to fail. The 
instantaneousness and accessibility of the Internet confuses us with an illusion of 
reaching the Real Other, which in fact remains enigmatic and lacking. 

In psychoanalytic theory, Freud uses the term scopophilia to describe the pleasure 
in looking, which consists of a pair of opposite drives: voyeurism and exhibitionism. 
The voyeur tries to glimpse at concealed parts of the other’s body while hiding his 
or her own, in order to ‘destroy the physical integrity of the person by substituting 
a dismembered body for the unified image.’160 However, in the current age of the 
image, where there seems almost nothing hidden on the Internet, and everything 
can be viewed, transmitted and stored as fragments of data, what is left for the 
voyeur to see and dismember?

Voyeurism and exhibitionism have their origin in the child’s uncomprehending con-
frontation with sexual difference. According to Lacan, the voyeur not only wants to 
be seen looking, but also 

does not allow himself to be blinded by sexual difference but cannot 
support the truth. He knows exactly what his mother is like, but tries 
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to save his phallic image through some visual sleight-of-hand. More 
than anyone, he denies what he sees: the rift between the sexes, the 
fracture of bodies.161  

With the increasing access to various images of supposedly private parts on the In-
ternet, I would argue that the question of difference remains, and, more importantly, 
the refusal of sexual difference has actually been magnified, rather than reduced.  

In this age of information capitalism, what we desire is conflated with what we con-
sume, which is not only material objects but also immaterial images: millions of mul-
tivarious images on the Internet that form a kind of screen we look at. But this is not 
what we desire. What we desire is the phallus – the Hot Babe, by both looking at and 
trying to be one. What we desire is the gaze from the Other, like the way the child 
seeks for recognition and approval from the gaze of the mother. What we desire is a 
fantasy of connection and wholeness out of the virtual connection on the Internet, 
by using a computer or smartphone to replicate the voyeuristic situation, with its 
screen both a peephole and screen in front of which we feel we are hiding. The one 
who exhibits him/herself can fantasise about who is behind that screen, as well as 
the voyeur. However, there may in fact be nobody showing or looking, but only the 
algorithm doing its work and data created for the markets and economic impera-
tives. The gaze, more than ever, is thus detached from the eye.
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4.2 Looking through the Digital Eye

From 1996 to 2003, Jennifer Ringley used a webcam to capture and upload pic-
tures of her dormitory room (student bedroom) to her website JenniCam, continu-
ously and without any kind of filter or editing. 

I use Timed Video Grabber to catch a picture from my Connectix 
QuickCam every minute. Every three minutes QuickKeys executes 
an AppleScript which tells Fetch to upload the picture … And the 
server sends it to you!162  

Anyone could look into Ringley’s room, at the most mundane and intimate aspects 
of her everyday life, through a small window they would open on their desktop. 
Although there were programmes that allowed people to see each other via the 
Internet, Ringley chose neither to see nor interact with those who were looking 
at her. The webcam in Ringley’s room provided a one-way window through which 
strangers could look at her without being seen by her. 

Commentators on the Jennicam declared Ringley to be an exhibitionist. However, 
the power dynamic between Ringley and the viewer was not a one-directional ac-
tive/passive relationship. According to Freud, voyeurism and exhibitionism are a 
pair of opposite drives that are closely bound up with each other and appear in an 
ambivalent manner.163 As the original object of the scopophilic drive is part of the 
subject’s own body,164 a voyeur is also an exhibitionist, whose ‘narcissistic subject 
is, through identification, replaced by another, extraneous ego.’165 In other words, 
the exhibitionist is a voyeur in his or her unconscious through identification with 
the gaze upon him; the voyeur thus looks at his or her own body through imagin-
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ing what others see of him. Therefore, in the play of identification Ringley would 
be both an exhibitionist and a voyeur, fantasised object and subject of the other’s 
gaze, showing herself in order to imagine herself as others see her. Therefore, the 
positions of the exhibitionist and the voyeur are never fixed, but are fluid and inter-
changeable. 

In his essay ‘Jenni’s Room: Exhibitionism and Solitude’, Victor Burgin rejects the 
dominant appraisal of Ringley’s behaviour solely in terms of ‘exhibitionism’ in the 
common and negative understanding of the term. While he retains the exhibitionist 
dimension that is structural to all subjectivity, he listens to what she actually says, 
and suggests that, for Ringley, who had recently left her parental home to go to 
university, the gaze of the webcam was a substitute for the maternal gaze.166 

Burgin cites the book Playing and Reality, in which the British psychoanalyst D.W. 
Winnicott discusses how the child can play alone and sometimes even take hazard-
ous risks under the mother’s gaze.167 In Ringley’s case, the webcam had provided 
her with this protective maternal gaze, under which she could show herself without 
inhibitions and also experiment with her occasional performances as a child would 
in front of her parents, testing the limits. Without either seeing the viewer, or even 
knowing that there was someone watching, simply showing photos of herself in 
her room on the Internet would give Ringley a sense of connection with others, 
fundamentally a confirmation of her existence for others, in the safety of the omni-
present maternal gaze. 

While the media depicted her as an exhibitionist, she stated in an interview: ‘I felt 
lonely without the camera.’168 It seems that Ringley not only used her website to 
show herself, but also to be looked at, in other words, to be looked after. The look 
from the viewers here would not be perceived as a voyeuristic intrusion, but instead 
provided a kind of complimentary attention, which gratified her narcissism.169 More 
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Fig. 4.2
Screenshot from JenniCam
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importantly, this look does not demand a look in return. Like the child self-absorbed 
in her play, safely under the gaze of the mother who is out of her sight, Jenni plays 
under the gaze of the camera, only infrequently interacting with it,170 always as a 
demand for attention free from the demands of others who are out of sight.

As mentioned above, Ringley had set up her webcam to continuously capture and 
upload pictures of her dorm room and herself within it, every three minutes. Ring-
ley never switched the webcam off. In her answer to the question if she had ever 
censored the JenniCam, Ringley says ‘I never know when the camera is going to 
take the picture, so I have no time to prepare, and I never feel a need to hide any-
thing going on anyway.’171 As she did not know when the pictures were taken, she 
could not prepare herself and perform for that instant. The eye of the webcam was 
always upon her, in a structural analogy of Foucault’s panoptic gaze. In Bentham’s 
panopticon prison, or in this case, the Jenni’s room, Ringley did not know when the 
picture was taken, just as the prisoner does not know when the guard is watching 
at him or her: she felt herself being watched all the time. 

On the other hand, these three-minute pauses may have created a gap in the 
watchful webcam gaze, which allowed Ringley to imagine the possibility of not be-
ing seen, even under the constant gaze, testing her own ability to live away from 
home, separate from the mother. As discussed in the first chapter, it is not only the 
absence, but also the constant presence of the mother which the child may come 
to find unbearable. Therefore, even though Ringley enjoys being looked at as a 
child who indulges herself in the presence of the mother, the child – in this case, 
Ringley – might imagine, in these moments when no photograph is taken, the pos-
sibility of separation in absence to develop her own desire. Thus the JenniCam, as 
apparatus, functions both to expose her to the outside world and to protect her un-
der the imaginary maternal gaze in an everlasting process of learning to separate 
from the mother. 

These intermittent still images are more than a mere documentation of Ringley’s 
life; they form an active flow of desire that carries endless reflections of herself and 
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every viewer of the website. Every image automatically captured and uploaded 
to her website shows an instant of Ringley’s life. By continuously showing these 
unfiltered and discontinuous fragments of her everyday life, random blind spots 
are created for the viewer, which keeps them wondering and desiring: what have I 
missed seeing? Where is Jenny?

More importantly, although the webcam was on all the time, Ringley was not in her 
dorm room all the time. This means that the viewer was often looking into her emp-
ty room, waiting perhaps for her to return home, like a child who waits for the moth-
er to come home. Every three minutes, the viewer could see a new picture that told 
them whether Ringley had come back or gone out again. During the three-minute 
interval between uploads, the viewer had the time to look around Jenni’s room and 
at Jenni within the room till a new image replaces the previous one. Due to the 
slowness of the Internet connection at that time, when they looked at the image, 
Jenni was already doing something else. Therefore, what the viewer saw was al-
ways one single still image of an instant that had already passed, which functioned 
as a screen beyond which Jenni’s life unfolded in real time. 

For Ringley, the gaze of the webcam functioned as a substitute for the maternal 
gaze, while Ringley herself became the ‘mother’ to the viewer who was waiting in 
front of the computer screen for her return. The JenniCam functioned as a kind of 
fort/da game played by the viewer, who could open and close the window onto Jen-
ni’s room, invoking and revoking her presence, like the child who throws the cotton 
reel out of sight and pulls it back into sight, to symbolise its mother’s departure 
and return. In a sense, through the JenniCam, Ringley and the viewer constructed 
a fantasy of a ‘mother-child’ connection with each other, in which the positions of 
the ‘mother’ and the ‘child’ were never fixed and always interchangeable. 

In her book The Body and the Screen,172 Michele White discusses how the relations 
of looking and spectatorial positions are reconstructed by women’s webcams.  
Throughout her discussion, White rejects of the word ‘user’ in favour of the term 
‘spectator’, thus foregrounding the scopic dimension of all relation to the screen, 
while the term ‘operator’ is used to insist on the active dimension of a form of exhi-
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bitionism conventionally conceived as passive. She references classic film theory 
to demonstrate that the spectator does not only ‘use’, but is also constructed by, 
the apparatus s/he is using. The virtual connection provided by the Internet makes 
webcams different from other cameras, in allowing both the operator and the spec-
tator to show and see with no geographical boundaries. In addition, the ‘real-time’ 
aspect of webcams is supposed to deliver the spectator ‘an unmediated reality’ of 
the depicted scene, creating a fantasy of entering another space via the digital eye.

While some theorists think that the webcam reinforces the assumed traditional 
gendered looking relations, which they conceive of in terms of a passive female 
exhibitionist and an active male voyeur,173 White argues that women webcam op-
erators ‘exert their authority and achieve agency’ and break the active-passive 
power dynamic between the looker and the looked-at through their controlled visi-
bility.174  Women webcam operators nowadays can not only decide when, what and 
how they show themselves on the Internet, they can also regulate the spectator 
behaviour by setting up their own viewing rules and banning disruptive or unwant-
ed spectators. For instance, one of the webcam operators, Aimee, describes her 
experiences as ‘almost like being on your own TV show except that you own the 
network and make all the decisions.’175

Compared with edited images posted on social media platforms, images accessed 
through webcams are considered truer to life because they are perceived to be 
unmediated. The sense of physical closeness to a real person afforded by web-
cams, results in a different kind of looking when the digital and the human eye are 
conflated. Through the digital eye of the webcam, the viewer feels that he or she 
can not only see, but also enter another person’s space. For instance, Steven Sha-
viro describes how he feels that Ringley has allowed him to enter her bedroom by 
letting him watch her sleep.176
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She just lies there, passive and vulnerable. This body, this image, 
could be anyone’s for the taking.177 

Shaviro’s uses the term ‘body’ and ‘image’ in a way as if they were interchangeable. 
However, it is only an image of Ringley’s body, not the actual body, that he can see. 
This idea of a dominating gaze that enters and takes possession is only an illusion, 
a fantasy. As Katharine Mieszkowski says, ‘webcams offer a strange mixture of 
distance and intimacy’.178 This intimacy allows the looker and the looked-at to build 
a connection, in which both sides can gain some kind of virtual companionship. On 
the other hand, the distance allows them to enjoy looking and being looked at with 
no concerns about physical safety. 

White argues that the closeness to the screen hinders the operation of voyeur-
ism.179 According to Metz, the distance between the looking subject and the 
looked-at object is an essential aspect of voyeurism. 

The voyeur represents in space the fracture which forever separates 
him from the object; he represents his very dissatisfaction (which is 
precisely what he needs as a voyeur), and thus also his “satisfaction” 
insofar as it is of a specifically voyeuristic type.180

In contrast, the Internet spectator is so close to the screen that they cannot see 
what they really desire to see. The distance here does not refer to the physical 
distance between two people on different sides of the screen, but the distance 
between the spectator and the screen, or in other words, the image shown on the 
screen. Whether it is small, big or even touchable, the screen allows the specta-
tor to see any image he or she wants to, in almost any form, by simply clicking or 
touching the screen. 

In psychoanalysis, the voyeur looks at what is forbidden and seeks pleasure by 
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‘seizing the other’s image against its will.’181 On the one hand, the digital eye seems 
to promise the spectator constant voyeurism, through which anyone can see al-
most anything they want to see, including images of supposedly private parts 
of other people’s bodies, instantly and unlimitedly. On the other, this unhindered 
viewing is exactly what prevents the voyeuristic drive from working, as there is 
almost nothing forbidden or hidden anymore. 

However, I would argue that voyeurism still operates in the context of the Inter-
net. The distance that is conditional for voyeurism is sustained through the screen, 
which creates both a physical and a psychological distance between the looker 
and the looked-at. What one can see on the screen is never the "real" thing, no mat-
ter how detailed it appears, but a rendering of a series of data shown on a digital 
surface. As the German art critic Boris Groys says, 

The digital image is an effect of the visualisation of the invisible im-
age file, of the invisible digital data […] a digitalised image or text ap-
pears always in a new form, according to the formats and software 
that a particular user applies when he or she causes the digital data 
to appear on a screen.182

In other words, what we see through the digital eye is essentially a copy, a proxy, an 
interpretation of the original data. There is always a distance between what we see 
and the actual thing, which allows voyeurism to operate in the virtual space with-
out a physical peep hole. More importantly, although the accessibility and the im-
mediacy of the Internet makes everything more available, there is still something 
hidden, some space for desire. It is the logic of desire that impels one from one 
body to another, which is so well served by the unprecedented access to images 
the Internet gives us. 

This abundant production of images of bodies on the Internet demonstrates that 
the enigma of sexuality, of sexual difference, of the pleasure of the other, endures. 
Browsing is a potentially endless process of displacement, from one image to the 
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next, from one body to the next. Desire is sustained in this process of displace-
ment without end. The Internet facilitates this process of displacement and makes 
it increasingly difficult to find the next desired image/body. For instance, the more 
pornography someone has watched on the Internet, the more difficult it would be 
for him or her to find the next porn that is as stimulating, or even more so, than the 
one he or she had watched before.  

In my work Breathe In, Breathe Out, I turned my fantasy into a Skype meeting, in 
which I was instructing a man to breathe in and out via typed messages. Unlike 
Ringley exhibiting herself through the Jennicam, or like Ulman performing on Ins-
tagram, I choose to hide myself from the gaze as I looked at another who exhibited 
himself for me, thus constructing a conventional voyeur/exhibitionist scenario. 

The room I saw on my computer screen was a fairly small room, with white walls 
and a wooden bed in the middle. There was not much decoration, except for a 
photograph hanging on the wall behind the bed. It was a photograph of a window 
through which a blue lake and some trees could be seen. I was not sure if there was 
a real window on the opposite wall, or whether this was the only “window” in this 
room. 

The subject is lying on the bed, breathing in and out according to the typed instruc-
tions I send him through Skype. ‘Breathe in’, ‘breathe out’, ‘breathe in’, ‘breathe out’ 
... I could hear him inhaling, exhaling, in and out, in and out. His chest rose and fell 
as my typed messages appeared on his screen, up and down, up and down. These 
repetitive movements reminded me of penetrative sexual intercourse, which has a 
similar in/out or up/down rhythm.

After a while, he started touching his penis. I was not sure whether he was mastur-
bating with the intention of pleasing himself, or performing to please me. He did 
not look aroused or excited, but bored, as if he was just playing with a piece of his 
flesh to keep his hands busy. This hand gesture could also be a self-anointment, 
as described in Darian Leader’s book Hands: What We Do With Them – and Why, 
which happens when the subject feels they are looked at.

As the gaze of the other is imagined to turn to them, they touch their 
own body, as if to affirm that they are there, and to disarm the poten-
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tially negative gaze. It is perhaps no accident that in many cultures, a 
representation of the hand is used to ward off the evil eye.183

According to Lacan, the evil eye is ‘the eye filled with voracity’, whose fundamental 
power is to separate.184 On the other hand, Sartre says that being seen inevitably 
makes us conscious of our own being that can be hurt by others. Therefore, being 
looked at creates uncertainty as the other’s look upon me disrupts my sense of 
self-possession. The man in the video touches his sex as if to ward off the evil eye 
– my unseen gaze upon him – that threatens his sexual integrity with castration.

As far as I was aware, over the course of my Skype meeting, the man could see 
nothing, only my typed instructions – ‘Breathe in’, ‘breathe out’, ‘breathe in’, 
‘breathe out’, as I had blocked my laptop camera from the start. Where an image of 
me should have been there was only a small black rectangle at the top right side 
of the screen. While I was looking at him, he was looking at his phone. I could not 
see what he was looking at but guessed that he was reading my instructions, which 
intrigued me but also irritated me slightly. By looking at something that I could not 
see, he created a blind spot, a zone from which I was excluded.

In this scenario, I was the voyeur who was looking at this naked man, and he was 
the exhibitionist who displayed his own body to me. However, by looking at some-
thing I could not see, perhaps in retaliation for my refusal to show myself to him, 
he came to occupy both the positions of both the voyeur and the exhibitionist. By 
not showing myself, I wanted to be the ultimate voyeur, who can see without being 
seen. I wanted to be in full control of this man, not only by directing his breathing, 
but also by executing the power inherent in his total visibility and my invisibility. For 
me, watching a naked man breathing in his room is more than a voyeuristic behav-
iour, it is also a play of power. It is not the body that attracts me, but the desire to 
be in control. 

As Sartre puts it, ‘with the Other’s look the situation escapes me. I am no longer 
master of the situation’.185 When I am being looked at by the Other, what I am do-
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ing is more than the activity itself, and also a performance for the possible image 
of myself in the Other’s eyes. Being seen challenges my subjective freedom and 
reduces me to a feeling of shame. The shame is the shame of myself, the shame 
of an unknown being of myself that is seen and judged by the Other.186 In shame, I 
am scared of being considered wrong, unworthy or unwanted and mortified by the 
facticity of me being a passive object. 

However, my attempt to have full power over my ‘ideal’ image failed. This man 
slipped away from my control, as he seemed to enjoy being looked at, rather than 
being a passive object who does nothing but what I tell him to do. His desultory 
masturbation seemed to be aimed at pleasing me and perhaps also at intimidating 
me, asserting that he could gaze back at me without seeing me. In the absence of 
his actual look upon me, his penis had become the thing that gazed at me. As Sartre 
says, the look can be given by ‘a rustling of the branches […] or a light movement of 
the curtain,’187 which is an imagined gaze in the presence of the Other. For Lacan, 
a detail in a painting, or a sardine can could gaze back at us in the all-seeing world.

More importantly, he escaped from my gaze through his phone, a screen to anoth-
er visual world that I could not see. By creating this blind spot, he carved out a small 
locus of control for himself, which redressed the power imbalance between he and 
I. At that moment, I no longer knew if he was aroused by his fantasy of me watch-
ing him or by something else on the screen of his phone. Nor did I not know what 
he saw in the black window, in which my image should have appeared. Although 
he could not see me, as I had blocked my camera, this black window offered itself 
as a screen for his phantasmatic projections. The screen is an instrument of both 
showing and concealment, which not only reveals and presents, but also deceives 
and creates distance.

Then I looked at that ‘window’ again: the lake, the trees, the sky, wondering where 
this scene ends. Although it is a still image, the window implies a fantasy that could 
lead me out of this small room into an imaginary scene. Where it ends depends on 
what I have in mind. 
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4.3 Forming New Looking Relations through the Screen

In the last chapter, I discussed the complexity of the gaze, wondering if the existing 
dominant binary discourse on ‘the male gaze’ can give an adequate account of the 
complexity of the gaze and the positions of the looking subject and the looked-
at object. The interchangeable ‘voyeur-exhibitionist’ and ‘mother-child’ positions 
discussed above suggest that the assumption of a binary active-passive power 
relationship inherent in the gaze, furthermore conceived as a power relation, is not 
adequate to explain the fundamentally unstable subject positions in the field of the 
visible. 

In the current Internet age, we are living under the lens of the pervasive digital 
gaze, in which we desire not only to look, but also to be looked at, to be the object of 
desire. We are like children under the constant gaze of the mother, through which 
we realise and confirm the image of ourselves. Unlike the newborn, who cannot 
understand what the mother says and does, through the Internet we can receive 
instant feedback and sometimes even requests from the imaginary mother – the 
viewer. For instance, people can make comments on things posted on social media 
platforms or even talk to webcam operators in real time. However, these comments 
are never what the (m)Other desires, which is fundamentally beyond language and 
outside of the dimension of consciousness. Instead, the instantaneous feedback 
from the imaginary mother provides us with nothing but more confusion and illu-
sion, which lures us into ‘the endless metonymy of desire’188 – one thing failing to 
satisfy is substituted by another. 

For example, one person might change their outward appearance, such as their 
outfit, make-up or even their facial or body features, in response to the comments 
they receive on the Internet. ‘You should wear more/less clothes!’, ‘I don’t like your 
black hair!’, ‘You are too fat/skinny!’ However, no matter how much this person 
changes himself or herself accordingly, he or she would never be what the (m)Oth-
er desires. Furthermore, although we act like the child under the constant maternal 
gaze, trying to become the desired object of the imaginary mother, the Internet 
gaze is not always a maternal gaze. In contrast, the Internet gaze can be alienating, 
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when its purely algorithmic dimension is foregrounded, malicious when it becomes 
a channel for the criticisms from others, oppressive and dangerous when it func-
tions as a tool for surveillance.  

Even though what the (m)Other desires still remains enigmatic, the relationship 
between the looker and the looked-at on the Internet sometimes appears more re-
ciprocal than other looking relations. When we look at another person on our screen 
via webcams, or some images posted on social media platforms, the looked-at is 
no longer simply a two-dimensional image, but a subject that can look back at the 
looker through the screen and talk to us in real time or reply to our comments. It 
is conceivable for the looked-at, who is also the one who looks during a two-way 
exchange, to be perceived as both the one who looks and the one who talks, and an 
image by virtue of being ‘framed’ behind the screen.

Following the video Breathe in, Breathe out, I started a project called I Hope You 
Like What You Have Seen to continue this kind of ‘game’ of power via online ser-
vices. In this project, I am trying to create different erotic encounters and direct a 
series of videos of different male strangers performing mundane activities, such 
as cutting fish and folding clothes, dusting a carpet, for me via Skype. These men 
are those who contacted me by email or online messaging, saying that they want 
to appear in my work. Their desire to be looked at opens up a complicated relation-
ship between the voyeur and the exhibitionist. 

In these videos, there are no narratives nor plots, just simple, repetitive gestures 
and movements. For instance, in the video Salmon, we see a bare-chested man 
who methodically slices pieces of fresh salmon. His nakedness, and more impor-
tantly, the pink flesh of the salmon which the knife penetrates as it slices, the in 
and out cutting gestures, suggest an unusual erotic scene. In this scene, it is the 
gentle and careful movement of his hands, the motion of the knife, the slices of fish 
separating and falling sideways on the cutting board, that captivate. We look pass 
his naked chest to focus on what he is doing with his hands. At the same time the 
piece of salmon, through displacement, can become the penis concealed by the ta-
ble. In a sense, his slicing of the fish with a very sharp knife can suggest castration, 
bringing an ambivalent sense of violence to the scene. 

In her work ‘Cinematic Gesture: The Ghost in the Machine’, Mulvey analyses a short 
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clip of Marilyn Monroe’s performance in film Gentlemen Prefer Blondes (1953), in 
which Marilyn moves towards the camera fractionally with four dance gestures and 
ends the scene with a close-up of her ‘Marilyn pose’, to explore the relationship be-
tween movement and stillness, cinema and photography. 

As though in some way cognisant of the tension between stillness 
and movement in the cinema, as well as the tension between film 
and photograph, she could take up and hold a pose either within the 
flow of film or the instant of the photograph [...] Marilyn’s photogenic 
sensibility inhabits an uncertain space, somewhere between the par-
adoxical relationship between still and moving images that her ‘pho-
togenie’ touches on.189

As discussed in the first chapter, photography is more likely to function as a fetish 
due to its stillness that opens up a possibility of an extended look. In Mulvey’s visual 
analysis of Marilyn’s gestures, or in other words, ‘photogenie’, it can be seen that the 
“still” frame of the scene has created a fragment, an inbetween-ness, a photograph 
within the filmic continuum. During her performance, she moves and pauses, and 
moves and pauses again, untill she ends her dance movement with the final pose. 
The frame freezes there, allowing the viewer to look at Marilyn’s beautiful face and 
pose like a still image. 

My moving image works are more akin to fetish than my photographic works. While 
my photographs are normally highly constructed scenes that contain numerous el-
ements and ambiguous narratives, most of my moving image works are single static 
shots of a naked man conducting a mundane activity in front of a simple domestic 
background. Even though these men are moving, their movement is always within 
a small range, which never moves away from the original composition. Moreover, 
the simpleness of these scenes and the repetition of the gestures leave more ‘off-
frame’ space for the viewer to wonder what is happening outside the frame and on 
the other side of the screen.
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It is worth noting that I did not intend to turn these men into fetishised objects 
through my work, even though the accessibility of the Internet might promote the 
fetishisation of images in general. In these video chats, I chose daily activities that 
involve contact with flesh to stage a relationship between the body and the object 
which is sensual, attentive and more complex than a one-way subject/object rela-
tionship. By portraying these moments of a stranger’s life in an unspectacular way, 
I try to create a temporary maternal space, in which we look at the stranger with 
a solicitude that is a response to the care they themselves take in the tasks they 
perform. There is always some gentleness, slowness and precision in these scenes 
I create, in which we see not only these men’s bodies but also their actions and 
movement. In other words, we see beyond their appearance, rather than simply 
objectifying and reducing them to an image.

During these chats, I try to instruct these men’s behaviour through my text or voice 
messages without showing myself, neither in person nor via the webcam. My at-
tempt to be in full control of them is demonstrated not only through directing what 
they do and how they do it, but also by executing the power inherent in their total 
visibility and my invisibility. I also turned the sound off on the videos to make myself 
completely unavailable, leaving just a black, silent rectangle at the right-hand top 
corner of the screen. In a sense, I’m like the digital eye, neither a woman nor a man, 
that is constantly looking at us from all sides in the contemporary image world. 

However, my attempt to be in full control in these virtual encounters is only a fanta-
sy that guarantees no actual power over these men. As they are on the other side 
of the screen, I cannot physically force them to stop doing anything. Instead, I can 
only look at them through my computer screen, which both presents and protects 
them. Meanwhile, these men gaze at me without actually seeing me when they 
look at themselves on the screen to adjust their poses and actions according to my 
instructions, and when they look at the black rectangle at the right top side of the 
screen to imagine how they are seen by me.

In the history of the concept, the meaning of the word ‘screen’ in English has 
evolved from an object for protection and concealment, to an architectural struc-
ture for dividing spaces, to a surface for projection and display and to a metaphor-
ical term that involves ‘a relationship between what is shown and what remains 
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under cover.’190 In the Internet age, screen usually means a flat panel on a digital 
device, such as a computer or a smartphone. However, a screen is much more than 
a rectangular surface for displaying images and data; it is also a shield that pro-
tects us from exposing ourselves to the non-virtual world, a mirror in which we can 
see ourselves as we want to be, thanks to digital image manipulation, and a window 
through which we can explore and communicate with the rest of the world. 

In his essay ‘Intersections Between Showing and Concealment’, Giorgio Avezzù 
discusses how the screen is used as ‘a device primarily of protection and segrega-
tion but also of illusory, deceptive representation’ in Italian poet Dante’s work Vita 
Nuova.191 When Dante met his lover Beatrice, another beautiful woman was sitting 
in between them. Her presence provided both the pretext for Dante to look in Be-
atrice’s direction and a screen behind which to hide his secret love for Beatrice. 
Avezzù stresses that this woman between them is not only a concealing and pro-
tective screen, but also a symbol of the unattainability of Dante’s desire: Beatrice. 

Similarly, in our current age of the image, a screen also functions to give us ac-
cess to what we desire while separating us from it. The accessibility of the Internet 
gives us an illusion of reaching the desired object. However, the images and data 
displayed on the screen are merely illusory and deceptive representations of what 
we desire. For instance, for someone who enjoys watching naked women on the In-
ternet, what this person desires are not these sexy photos/videos, but the endless 
search for the next image itself – an ultimate enjoyment he or she will never find. 
This person looks at the screen and keeps scrolling from one image to the next 
image, hoping to find the ‘ideal’ image that embodies everything he or she desires. 
Even though the image, the object of desire, keeps changing, the desire remains 
the same and unfulfilled. In the Symbolic order, the gaze is interpreted as the look, 
which is constantly searching for visual pleasure. In the Real dimension, the gaze is 
not the look from the looker, but a hole within the screen that is gazing back at the 
looker. Therefore, the screen is a protective and concealing partition that allows us 
to indulge ourselves in the desiring process from a distance. The screen gazes at 
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us, reminding us of the impossibility of attaining the desired object. 

In his essay ‘The Concept of the Mental Screen’, Roger Odin discusses how things 
are framed in a certain aesthetic space through the screen.192 Nowadays, we not 
only look at things through this framing process, but also show ourselves through 
this ‘framed’ vision. As Lacan says, 

Only the subject – the human subject, the subject of the desire that 
is the essence of man – is not, unlike the animal, entirely caught up 
in this imaginary capture. He maps himself in it. How? In so far as he 
isolates the function of the screen and plays with it. Man, in effect, 
knows how to play with the mask as that beyond which there is the 
gaze. The screen is here the locus of mediation.193 

The screen here refers to a mask – a shield that hides us from the gaze of the 
Other. In the current Internet age, anything can be mediated through the pervasive 
digital screen at almost anytime, anywhere. The screen mediates the gaze of the 
Other through this ‘framed’ vision that renders the world and ourselves with the 
digital translation of light and the process of photographing, editing, uploading and 
circulating the image on the Internet, while our own desire and lack are reflected on 
the screen, gazing at us from all sides. 

The screen itself is a frame, within which the virtual world is contained and separat-
ed from the physical world beyond it. This frame conveys the quality of a picture to 
the virtual goings-on on our screens. In a way, people’s obsession with the screen 
in the current age of the image can be seen as a form of fetishism. In psychoanaly-
sis, fetishism is a form of perversion, through which the normal sexual object, such 
as sexual organs, is replaced by an intrinsically non-sexual object.194 Nowadays, 
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some people prefer watching pornography or having Internet sex chats to having 
sexual intercourse with another person in real life. The screen has become the ulti-
mate substitute, which is not only an object in itself but also a frame that contains 
thousands of other objects. However, behind all of these shiny objects, behind the 
glossy screen, there is nothing but our own lack.

The screen is also a mirror. When we look at endless images on the Internet, we 
see not only the depicted view, but also our own reflection on the screen. As White 
says, 

When the spectator’s image is reflected on the screen and both 
spectator and operator are working at the computer, then they seem 
to be conjoined. Rather than the singular and empowered spectator 
indicated by apparatus theory and promised by Internet sites, this 
morphed position may be closer to the fragmented and unstable 
forms of identification proposed by Lacan, other psychoanalysts, 
and feminist film theorists.195

It is worth noting that most screens nowadays are actually non-reflective, so the 
reflection on the screen described by White is no longer commonly experienced 
anymore. We do not see ourselves conjoining with the looked-at on the screen. 
Instead, we only see our own reflection sometimes when the screen turns black, in 
other words, when there is no image shown on the screen. This ‘black screen’ usu-
ally appears when we turn off the computer/phone or when we are waiting for the 
loading or transitioning moments of the games/videos we are playing/watching. 
At these moments, the screen suddenly turns dark and becomes a mirror. Looking 
at the reflection of our own faces, which sometimes surprises or startles us, we 
realise the distance created by the physical screen and see the gap between the 
imagined self – the one that is immersed in and identifies with someone or some-
thing in the virtual world  – and the real self, the one that is reflected on the screen.

Despite the prevalence of non-reflective screens, I think the morphed and multiple 
position suggested by White is still valid, and realised not through an actual reflec-
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tion on the screen, but through a reflection of our own desire shown in the search 
for the image itself. Through the digital eye, the positions of the looker and the 
looked-at are not fixed, but fluid and interchangeable. When we look at something 
on the Internet, multiple gazes are conjoined through the screen: the gaze from the 
digital eye that renders and visualises the data, the gaze onto the screen from the 
viewer, the gaze from the looked at/looker on the other side of the screen and the 
gaze from the image or the empty screen, looking back at the viewer. 

With the development of virtual reality technology, people can now wear a pair of 
goggles to enter the virtual world in a much more immersive way, instead of look-
ing at it, at a distance, on a framed screen. The screen is now that of the panoramic 
virtual reality headset on which a three-dimensional virtual image is shown directly 
in front of our eyes. The frame of the screen of the headset is no longer detectable 
as we put it on whereas the frame of the image dissolves in the continuous space 
of a spherical panorama. In this new virtual world, the screen becomes less of an 
external object, but an inhabited scene that invites us not only to look at but also to 
look through and to live in. When we look through the goggles, what we see is not 
in front of us but wrapped around us. We can neither look away from the image, nor 
escape the gaze from the image. We experience what Merleau-Ponty describes 
as, ‘my body as a visible thing is contained within the full spectacle’.196 While we 
look at the virtual reality through the goggles, we also become a part of this visual 
world that is also gazing back at us from all sides. The screen here functions as the 
mediation between the subject and the gaze of the Other through both rendering 
what we see within the virtual world and also blocking the view of the real world. It 
is worth noting that even though we cannot see what is outside of the visual real-
ity headset, we can still be seen by the others in the real world. The gaze from the 
Other is then doubled, from both the virtual and the real. 
  
Further, Wanda Strauven stresses that the image today is more than a visual rep-
resentation – it is an interface, a portal that can lead us to something else on the 
Internet.197 For instance, with the touchscreen, not only can we look at the image, 
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but we can also touch the image on the screen for certain reaction, which creates 
a more interactive relationship between the looker and the looked-at. However, as 
Strauven says, we do not touch the actual thing inside the image nor the image 
itself, but merely the surface of the electronic device. 

The new screenic image is an invisible image, since it only truly exists as data, or 
as code. By clicking icons on the screen, we might have the illusion of making the 
invisible image visible again; at the same time, it also tells us that the image is just 
a gate to something else, away from that particular image.198  

Therefore, the relations of looking built through the screen are no longer between 
the looker and the looked-at thing or person, but between the viewer/operator and 
the visual representation of the operational data. 

Seeing images mediated and made visible by technological vision 
thus enables us not only to see technological images but also to see 
technologically.199 

Further, with the development of artificial intelligence, the digital-born image is not 
only stored, shown and transmitted as data, but also created directly by data. For 
instance, a recently developed artificial intelligence system called DALL·E 2 can 
create original and realistic visual art, including different kinds of paintings, illus-
trations and photographs, from a text description. So, we can look at a picture of 
someone or something that never existed in the world and is fundamentally a per-
mutation of data. In a sense, the image itself has become a screen, behind which 
there is nothing but our desire for the next image.  
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Conclusion



The aim of this thesis is to review different theories of the gaze and explore how 
the idea of the gaze and the looking relations have changed in the current Internet 
age, in which there is always a constant connection with the Other. 

Through my academic research, I have identified that there are a lot of misunder-
standings and confusion around the question of the gaze. It is evident that early 
Lacanian film theorists actually take a Foucauldian understanding of Lacan’s theo-
ry of the gaze. The well-referenced ‘male gaze’ conceptualised by Mulvey suggests 
that the active-passive relationship between the looking subject and the looked-at 
object is broadly embedded in the equation of men with activity and women with 
passivity. Being a woman is being passive, being a hole, being looked at and wait-
ing to be looked at, to be penetrated by the active man. 

Through looking at both paintings from art history and my own work, I have iden-
tified that this image of women is flawed and outdated. The dichotomy that as-
sociates masculinity with activity and femininity with passivity is dissolved by the 
facticity of the male sexual body. Men too have the same flesh as women, which 
can be looked at and objectified by the female viewer.  

By approaching the notion of the gaze through psychoanalysis, the assumption of 
the gendered gaze raised by Mulvey is thrown into crisis, as the unconscious does 
not recognise gender difference, even though psychoanalysis has been critiqued 
for using an essentialist model of male and female, as nowadays there are other 
gender positions beside the masculine and feminine gender positions. Psychoan-
alytic theory, far more radically, posits a subject who never achieves a stable posi-
tion, who never coincides with the gender position assigned by the symbolic order. 

In the Internet age, the distinction between the looking subject and the looked-at 
object is substitutable and obscured. Everybody, both men and women, can look 
at and be looked at by the other. Moreover, the gaze is not only between us and the 
others, but also between us and ourselves. To be looked at does not necessarily 
mean to be in a passive position, where the gaze can only be objectifying, con-
trolling and suppressing. In contrast, the desire to be looked at, or in other words, to 
be the desired object of the Other, is an aim that is as equally active as the desire to 
look. The Internet gaze can be a kind of validation from the other, a maternal gaze 
that offers care and attention, or simply a sense of connection with the other. 
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It is evident that the idea of the gendered gaze is inadequate to explain the complex 
relations of looking and the fluidity of the looking positions today. When we look 
at something online, there are multiple gazes rather than a singular gaze invoked 
in the viewing process: the gaze onto the looked-at, the gaze from the looked-at 
through not directly looking back at the looker, the gaze from the algorithmic data 
and the gaze from the screen that reflects the looker’s own face and desire. The 
gaze, therefore, is more than ever detached from the eye, constantly drifting be-
tween the looker and the looked-at, between different screens and between the 
subject and the Other that are constantly connected through the Internet. 

In my practice, different kinds of gaze intertwine and drift between the looker, the 
looked-at and the image. When I photograph, I look at both the scene in front of me 
and the image projected onto the ground glass of the camera. Since I normally use 
a large format camera, the image I see through the camera is always upside down, 
which makes it difficult for me to construct the scene directly behind the camera. 
When I look through the camera, I have to look under a piece of dark cloth, which 
creates a small dark space for me to view the image on the ground glass, thus sep-
arating me from the actual scene even more. There is always a to-and-fro between 
the actual scene, the image that forms in my mind and the image framed by the 
viewfinder of the camera. Unlike with the small format of single-lens reflex camera, 
the projected configuration I see on the ground glass already suggests the finished 
picture, in its size, in the material support of the ground glass, and in its delineation 
by the frame of the viewfiner. Every time when I go in and out of the dark cloth, I 
experience a shift of scene and vision, from an upside down framed flat image to a 
live three-dimensional reality. 

Between photographer and subject, there has to be distance. The 
camera doesn’t rape, or even possess, though it may presume, in-
trude, trespass, distort, exploit, and, at the farthest reach of metaphor, 
assassinate – all activities that, unlike the sexual push and shove, can 
be conducted from a distance, and with some detachment.200

When I look at the men I photograph, I look at the shape of their bodies, how they in-
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teract with the rest of the scene and where they look at. The sense of distance cre-
ated through the interposition of my camera between the men and myself, made 
more physical when I enter the small viewing space underneath the dark cloth, 
allows me to imagine myself looking without being seen looking. My look here is 
observational, intrusive and controlling, as I strip these men naked to expose them 
completely in front of my lens and try to place them in the fantasy that I have in 
mind. In her book On Photography, Susan Sontag mentions the film Peeping Tom 
(1960), in which the protagonist Mark Lewis kills women when he photographs 
them and never touches them. Sontag stresses that ‘he doesn’t desire their bodies; 
he wants their presence in the form of filmed images.’201 Through photographing 
these men, I too try to ‘possess’ them in in the form of photographs in a similar way 
as Mark in the film. However, my gaze does not try to hurt anyone, but to create an 
image in which these men are not simply objectified as passive objects but always 
involved in certain activities. 

In some of my works, I also put myself in the scene, in which I become both the 
looker and the looked-at. Being the photographer and the model at the same time, 
I am not only under the look from other models, the look from the potential viewer 
of the work, and also my own look, imagining how I would be captured by the film 
inside the camera, which is out of my sight. In most of these photographs, I look 
at the camera directly holding a shutter release in my hand, while all the men are 
asked to look away from the camera. My look, and more importantly, the long cable 
of the shutter release signifies the dominant position I take, my desire to be in con-
trol, gazing at the viewer of the work. 

Throughout the process of photographing, my fantasy is realised in the form of a 
still image, which I cannot see until the film is developed and scanned or printed. 
This is also the moment when this fantastic image stops being my fantasy, but a 
physical object, a photograph on the negative that is captured by the camera and 
fixed by the chemicals. Looking at the photograph, I start to see a lot of details that 
I did not see when I was at the actual scene. For the American film theorist Vivian 
Sobchack, a photograph
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does not really invite the spectator into the scene so much as it in-
vites contemplation of the scene. In its conquest of temporality and 
its conversion of time’s dynamism into a static and essential mo-
ment, the photograph constructs a space on can hold and look at.202  

The stillness of the photograph allows us to see, scrutinise and even contemplate 
every single detail inside the frame of the image. Those unplanned or unwanted 
details are the stains on the image, which slipped away from my look/control when 
I was taking the photograph, now gazing back at me. 

In my Internet work, I look at different men performing different domestic activities 
via live video chats. During these online meetings, I look at my computer screen 
directing these men through my voice or typed messages only. Different from 
my look when I photograph, my look onto the subject via the Internet is mediated 
through the digital medium, which comes between the model and I in its material-
ity and also in its artefacts, such as glitches and delays, which are out of my con-
trol. Since I block the webcam on my computer, both the man and I can only see a 
blank rectangle, showing nothing but complete blackness where I should appear 
on the computer screen. The man looks at himself on the screen while he adjusts 
his movement or gestures according to my instructions; and he looks at the blank 
rectangle, imagining how I might look like and how I might be looking at him. 

When I look at these men during these video chats, my look flows with their moving 
bodies and engages with them as I direct them to move and act in the way I want. 
The look here is more fluid and interactive, which is always on the move, instead 
of trying to fix one single moment for a photograph. My look, or in other words, my 
control over these men, via the Internet is also more uncertain, as I am not phys-
ically in the same space with them and cannot control what they do at the other 
side of the screen. 

From then on, every time when I look at these videos on a screen, I find myself look-
ing at an everlasting present. Unlike photographs, which are still documentation 
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of certain moments/scenes and function ‘to fix a “being-that-has been”, the mov-
ing image is ‘a visible representation not of activity finished or past but of activity 
coming into being and being.’203 I look at the man in the video, my look caresses 
his body, following him doing the requested mundane activity repeatedly, as if I am 
reliving the moment recorded in these videos over and over again.

Part of the video installation I have been working on recently, consists of images 
of mothers that are created by the artificial intelligence system DALL·E 2. In this 
case, the image of ‘mother’ is neither a portrait of a particular person nor a depic-
tion from someone’s imagination, but a digital image created by the algorithm’s 
interpretation of the text prompt I type in. Through mapping from textual seman-
tics to corresponding visual semantics, DALL·E 2 can generate images that allow 
us to take a glance at ‘the Internet’s objective imagination: the data-set of images 
on which it has been trained,’204 The mother is neither a subject, nor an object, but 
a random assortment of related data. When I first tested this artificial intelligence 
platform, I tried simple sentences like ‘A mother lying on a sofa’ or ‘A mother tak-
ing a bath’. After a few attempts, I quickly realised that the face of the ‘mother’ is 
always blurred and distorted as in the image below.205 In order to avoid the disturb-
ing facial distortions, I then try to make images of a mother seen from the back by 
providing a more detailed descriptions, such as: A mother cooking in the kitchen in 
a British house, back view, photograph.206
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In this image, the ‘mother’ looks more realistic. However, the face of the ‘mother’ 
remains unavailable to me save as a blurry appearance, sometimes monstrous, like 
a memory or a dream image. Through the algorithmic lens, I try to see what is un-
derneath the veil that covers the phallus via the algorithm that calculates thousands 
of collected data and possibilities. However, after lifting the veil, what I see is only 
another veil, behind which there is nothing but my endless desire for the (m)Other.
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Fig. 5.1
A mother taking a bath in a British house, photograph
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Fig. 5.2
A mother cooking in the kitchen in a British house, back view, photograph
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